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The purpose of this study is to learn what courses are in-
cluded in the curricula of fifty-five leading colleges of the
United States offering a major in physical education. It is also
the pxirpose of this study to learn the aims of the curricula in
this category, to learn what title the universities are attaching
to the curricula, the types of degrees conferred, the range and
median major for men in physical education, and the undergraduate
courses which are offered for graduate credit also.
Justification
There has been a tremendous growth of physical education in
the United States since the first world war and another comparable
growth anticipated since the end of the second world war,
1/
Rogers stated that in the ten years from 1920-30 the num-
ber of teachers of physical education increased from ten thousand
to twenty thousand. In 1920 only a few public institutions were
preparing physical education teachers. Today practically all
jyj, B, Rogers, "Methods of Improving the Professional Preparation of
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state universities and many state colleges grant majors and minors.
Four-fifths of the universities offering physical education in-
augurated this progiram since 1917*
During the second world war the schools of higher learning
were all but closed to the field of physical education. During
this time very little research was done and the philosophy of
physical education changed scaaewhat, although the latter was in
process before the war. Since the end of the war, the univer-
sities have resumed normal procedures and many universities not
offering a physical education major before are doing so now.
This study will determine the emphasis in the physical education
curriculum and will reveal what the universities are offering
which is consistent with the present philosophy of physical edu-
cation, It will be possible to formulate certain fundamental
hypotheses and conclusions. Educators concerned with the curricu-
lum of physical education may find this study useful as a cri-
terion in adaptation and revision of a curriculum in a particular
institution.
Source of material
The material for the curriculum study was taken from the
college catalogs for 1945-47* Extended correspondence was neces-
sary in order to further clarify nomeiwlature and curriculum con-
tent, credits offered, number of semesters required, and year
placement, to supplement the information in the catalogs.
.pnocifl’. i>nB so^Uott t^&eixs ‘^aBir boB aei^iaiavittu eifo^a
-nt aoi&jBOiJbB X^iotet/lq sai^e'ilo seJ:^iaTC9vlxxi/ ed;J ^6
,TX9-t aoiila raa'rjiOKx eXri.t 6s
nniareel leriaXri Jo eloodos od* "tsw bl'ion bcoo&H eil^ aoX-xud
STfX’Si/d ,noi;tfiai;fce IsaXav^iq lo Walt o;t f>e8oXo ^i/rf IXa ot©w
to 'cdqoEoXlil<5 ban sjaob eaw xja*t098 ft*t al^tcJ-IX oaUt eldS
ill BOV •xa^.tPX Pdl riwiodllB ,t«riwo;;ca fsesflFdo aoiisojjho inoiBXdq
•'lerXnu ed<t ori^ to I»ro ed^ eonlP .xesvr ©dl ©lotod eeooorrq
(top (’9l(tlO'i5Ylr!i/ vjistn Res ejTt.X9ro%Q[ Xo^aoiv bswBw: erail aelctlB
.vofl oc s^eloR e^s o-rotod' ttoldooyR? Leolnyiq b so-^^®tto
acilsoxiJjo IfcoluYdc- orfl dx elsoda'^fe oil(t a/itmolof; XX h» aldT
^i'letto OTTB BolJlBrrartfJii »dt (^©xlw Xoovoi XXlw ba& milLiol^nxjo
-£/fcs XBOlctYdd^ to Ydcrooollig (tnoeaiq Oxld rittv dnodslnnoo ei rioldw
Xcd/xe£7iBRxa/t aln&^o ©daXimot od eldlseog od XXiw II noldso
-/iOlTixro 0ri(t dilvr RB/noOfloo isioctaocba .anoleuXoitoa Run B©aoxI(to<jYd
«
-Ito B an Xxjtoaii vRjucfa ftld(t belt flOl(ti’.bwRe iBolaYdq to tiiX
’te.ivoliTJiq » al mifXuolTXOo o to rrolBlTOt Rcb aol^BiqabB at eolood
.aoldBlllaoti
'
‘ iBlrtodsin to sp'o/oS
odvt inert Raw m/Ivot-nuo »dd *rot ielrelcffi odT
-a©o&o CKW ©oflBbfloqp.oTxoo befcaodra ^ot Baoladuo e^eXIoo
-floo /wJjjoiuax'o Riss a-w^Bf-oaoitioa 'red(h:ijt od reino ai yrae
raoY ,60*ito;)©i aro^BBimn to roctaiixi jRoorotto BtlRoico ,Jij©(t
*3j^oXBd»o edd ni acldJirtotnl sdl tfnaniBjqqxia od ^dadr.eooXq
Procedure
The arrangement of courses by years was studied and from
this was abstracted only those courses which were required, to-
gether with the number of semester-hours credit assigned to each,
year placement, and number of semesters each course is offered.
No consideration was given to electives. In those cases where
the colleges were on the quarter or term basis, each statment
of credit was reduced one-third. The total semesters and credits
for each course was compiled after the tabulation was completed,
emd also the frequency and the percentage in respect to the total
number of institutions in this study. For example, physiology
appeared in twenty-seven catalogs for a frequency of twenty-seven
and a percentage of forty-nine.
These courses were then listed in homogenous groups under
the heading of core-curriculum courses, professional education
courses, and professional physical education courses.
The term "professional physical education" is used to desig-
nate the courses herein studied in order to differentiate them
from the required work of freshmen and sophomores in colleges
and universities, A "professional physical education course"
therefore, means that course which is offered by an institution
with a view to the training of future teachers of the subject,
A summary of the minimum requirements in semester-hours re-
quired in the major and minor fields, the range and median, de-
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-o;t ,l>er£ii/cs*i e-iew rioiiiw edaiifoo aaorid ^Jjro bIiI^
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, art tn-td^ot to aafidnojnoq a Jbea
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noidsonf>e XenoXeeoto'iq ,B9Btvoo irjjSvol’ttuo-^too to ^ibaed arid
,eo8inoo aoidfioniio Icoie^Eriq XBrioiaeetoxq firiBj ,B98».ri/oo
f
gieob od ftasi/ eX ’noidBoi;f>o Ifiola^dq Xonolaaetorjq" nrxed odT
fliedd odaidcfiiettib od T:e&n:o ci boibwda aierted aa3*aioo odd odaa
BogaIXoo ai ssrtoniodqoa fica nociricoal to 3^acw JbaTcjtxipai add moat
"oaawoo noideoofia laaisxriq Xenoiaeatoaq** A ^•’-aidiaasYinff fine
noidi/di dani no baaetto ai doidw ssanoo dadf anso® ,oaotoaadd
,d?e trine arid to aaoriseod ^aodut to gaialead add od wo
I
t b ridiW
-ea E'iXH>ri-aade©^e» ni adaonminpaa eariniaijn add to YT^ataraya A.
-ofi ^nslbosu toe ogrtea arid ,8fiXait aoniia too tolm add ni bartlup
.fitfdniX aaew saldld .’unXrrolaano toe baaaetnoo aeoag
Reliability of Data
Although a study of the curriculum as listed in college
catalogs show a varying degree of overlapping between departments,
and to some extent within departments, this seldom occurs in the
department of physical education. If so, it is very slight. Few
institutions add courses after the catalog is published, therefore,
the record of courses listed in the annual catalog should be
Judged authentic.
While every effort was made to obtain accurate results, it is
possible that some errors have crept in, due to the large number
of figures involved. On the whole, however, the statistics de-
rived give a fairly accurate picture of conditions in teacher-
training institutions for the current year.
Sampling
A fair cross section of the United States as a whole is
evident from the geographical distribution of the colleges and
universities in this study as shown below;
Locality Number of Universities
West Coast States and bordering states 5
Southwest (Texas and bordering states) 8
Southeast (area extending from the
Atlantic coast to the Mississippi
and south of the Ohio River) 9
East (All states north of Maryland
on Atlantic Coast Including all New
England) 10
Midwest (All remaining states) 23
BSisd lio yjilidsiieg
sgolloo ni MbH ea ffluXt/oiiro/o ©£l;t '^o b
,8ctne®ifTfiq©b noow^ad sfliqqBl'tevo lo aarg©!) gai^av c v/odB agolcdfio
• f
odd ai exL/roo ioabloe (jidd , 8dflomd*iB(i0 i> ciridlv duBdxo e vos od boB
ws'5 .diigllB dl ,oa H ,r.oideo0£» -XBOia^dq dnocr.d^qeb
,8ioldTorid *fced8tXduq ai goladflo odd todlB aoaiBOO f>bB enoldL'dldeal
od bhjodB goXedBO Xbbc£C£ edd ai fcodaiX ees'ii/oo to Mooot odd
.DidBoriJus i)0g/«/t
ad dl ^adXuaerc odorcwooe nisddo od of>3n ebw drrolle ©XidW
‘lediTi/c i»dd od 60^ ,xiX dq«cro ©vari eioiio Sitioa dadd eXateecq
-^b EOidaidBdc ^rid ,nPT8>:od j,eIodw odd nO ,bovlovni aortugll lo
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The midwest is the largest area but the population is
centered in the Great Lakes states in which almost half of the
universities of the area are found* Ten institutions out of the
total of twenty-three in the midwest are located in Indiana (5),
Illinois and Ohio (5 in both)* Indiana is represented by more
institutions than any other single state* These three states
have a population greater than any other combination of states
in the midwest*
The fifty-five colleges and universities represented in
this study are distributed among thirty-seven of the forty-eight
states*
Limitations of the study
The areas described above have problems peculiar to its
particular section, therefore, it follows that the universities
and colleges design the curriculum to meet the needs of the area
in which it is located* The physical education curriculum lacked
uniformity throughout; the title and content of the courses wore
very unstandardized*
8/ aoUfilmoq tvd Bd:t ai taewblrn edT
to tifwi *Jao?LCfi rioirlw ni ee^ad’a asiBj ^^eeicO orirf boietfa^o
asi^^ to J^wo aaol^u^ii^sat ceT .boisot arse ftercB oriJ’ to aoiitlcn&rlmj
,(5) Dcsiwii ttl boJ-oooI O'lfl ieswbiin 04^ al i>e'xdS<^'z^!tew^ to Xo^oS
:f\cas rtf b.^cfaoaaiqsi el iixalbt'fl .(djod al oldO f>ae eioclIXI
caadJ^ esadT .otfAta aXt^ai.o 'ted^o xua caxftf snol tudldsnl
e9•'^•c^e to (xoIXcal Imoo ’rsdtD ves aeritf le^flCTs aoltfeJj«xorr a ared
to aorsE-f^.tTlxitf anocie fcetotflTdelb oib ybotfa zttii
stfi otf •rolijuaoq ai.^Ioioiq oveii avotfs f>otfl*xoaeb es»*ra adT
BoJilB’Teviau sri:l axjd.1 awo/.Iot tfl ,e^otoi9do ^aolXooe 'taleoldn/jq
so'iB ftri4 to ebeart sfltf d005^ oi rjfXooi'fnip add caiaeb ea3elloo baa
bo:(3fci muJjjotTWo doltfiJOtib© Xapievdq edT ^fcotaooX si tfl doldw al
8T0W Btta'tifoo odd to *natfaoo bns edtf jXaodswo*idt Yditfftotlfli/
tf80irbi.il adtf cl
di betfaee^^'XiicT aeltflv^iovliHr bae aosallco avlt-\tftit edT
ootfatfo




REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Very little was found in reviewing the literature in respect
to closely related studies. However, the following is somewhat
related and herein briefly summarized
,
Andreas found that from 1928-32 the superintendents demanded
man qualified: 1, To teach the required physical education work;
2, To teach an academic subject; 3* To coach the athletic teams.
He interviewed 52 high school principals and superintendents in
New York, All favored a preparation fitting one to teach an
academic subject as well as physical education. In 75 P©r cent
of the cases a definite preference for a coach was Indicated,
Andreas suggested that the Increased emphasis that the physical
education director be a coach of athletics might nave developed
because the high schools were increasingly emphasizing the so-
called play program for required work in physical education to-
gether ?rith continued emphasis on strong athletic teams. The
placement Bureau statistics showed the principle demands of the
secondary schools were in 5 academic fields in combination with
physical education. They wore social science, business education,
1/
mathematics, science, and history.
lyLewis P, Andreas, "Double Major Programs in Teacher Training in
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f>aqoX*-Tsf> ©ver: ixl ,Xx BoijaXifcffl To rioaco a 9d lo^osili) aot&Bmfba
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,noX^B 0B^9 I'eoKXBi/d ^aoroXoa Xaioce ©a©w vexlT ^aoliBotibd XBoXa^ilq
Ax
to^aXd bBB ,B9BeXoa »8oXiac9d^Bn
aX saXaXxrxT tb/IobsT at BodTfiO'fi aot^M sXdBoC” jaflaibcA eXweJ'vX^




Peik and Fitzgerald found that many colleges and univers Iti-
tles did not offer specialized curriculum for men physical edu-
cation teachers. The median major for men in physical education
consist of 38 semester hours, with a range from 19 to 77 semester
credits.
The most frequent teaching canbinations with physical edu-
cation were social studies, biological science, English, and mathe-
matics, These 4 fields covered 60 per cent of all teaching combi-
nations.
Specialization was greater in their major by men in physi-
cal education than was the training of teachers in academic sub-
jects.
The most common professional courses completed in education
were student teaching, methods courses, educational psychology,
history of education, and health education.
The title and content of courses in physical education
were very unstandardized.
Recommended a teaching minor in combination with the
physical education major, practice teaching in all situations of
public schools work, both at the elementary and secondary school
levels, provision for a general education comparable to that re-
quired of all teachers, and a 5 year curricula to include a well
i/
rounded program of education,
Ij/ W, E, Peik and G, B, Fitzgerald, "The Education of Men Teachers of
Physical Education for Public Service in Selected Colleges and
Universities", American Physical Education Association Research
Quarterly , Dec, l9'/4‘, ' ’
Cicti e^sclloo vjim $0iit bsuiot htia
iBolny;fUi nf>rx »io'i mXxJoiiztjo beguile to^ca lallo ;Joa bib aelJ
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8Blanchard found: 1, The teacher training inatltution should
provide more practical application of courses with less theory;
2, There should be a much closer contact between the college and
the public school; 3« Prospective teachers need more training in
mental hygiene, methods of teaching health, and training in the
1/
solving of problems of administration,
Moore found: In schools of less than 200, 2 subjects plus
physical education is required of teachers; in schools of 200 to
600, 1 subject plus physical education is required of teachers;
in schools of 600 and over, only physical education was commonly
taught by physical education instructors.
The most common teaching combinations were social studies,
science, mathematics, and industrial arts, Moore recommended the
teachers should be prepared in at least 3 fields in view of the
2/
secondary school program,
Novak found: Basketball is the most popular of all sports
courses offered. Football is second, track third, swimming fourth,
baseball fifth, and tennis, wrestling, boxing, volley ball, golf,
and the others follow.
Dancing appears most frequently among the formal physical
education and non-competitive course, gymnastics is second, games
third, corrective physical education fourth, and tumbling fifth,
V, S, Blanchard, "Guiding Principles in Teacher Training from a




2J H, E, Moore, "A Study of the Subjects Taught by 1037 Teachers of Health
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Calisthenics, apparatus and officiating appeared less frequently.
Management and organization lead in the theory type of
courses offered. Hygiene ranks second, anatomy and physiology
third, theory of physical education, and coaching fourth, and
playground recreation fifth. First aid, principles of physical
education, history of physical education were 6, 7* and 8 re-
spectively,
Novak thought that in a sound educational program for the
training of leaders in physical education, organization and ad-
ministration, principles of physical education, and history of
y
physical education, should receive more consideration,
Gary stated: 1, That balance must be maintained in the
curriculum in respect to physical education, coaching, and
general education (minors); 2, More preparation in the organi-
zation of programs for the elementary schools and practice
teaching on that level; 3. Minors in at least 2 subject fields
should be required and 3 should be recommended (automatic minors
in biology and social science); 4* More stress in the testing
program to sell physical education program to the public; 5,
Greater emphasis on preparation for direction of playgrounds and
community recreation; 6, More emphasis on setting up programs in
physical education; 7* Greater emphasis on swimming and advanced
athletics and community recreation; 8, More reference work in pro-
l/ H, C, Novak, "Personnel Study of Physical Education Faculty and Pro-
fessional Physical Education Ourriculums of North Central Association
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fesslonal magazines in physical education to increase reading;
9. The undergraduate majors in physical education should be
acquainted with the problems of physical education; 10* Uore
practice teaching at the elementary level and in the minor fields.
The summary of related studies are concerned primarily with
teaching combinations of coaching-teaching combinations of teachers
of physical education in i*elatlon to the concentration in these
1/
fields in the college preparation of the teachers involved.
M. J, Gary, "An Evaluation of the Curriculum on Physical Education for
Men at the Western State Teachers College with Respect to the Re-
quirements of Positions Held by Alumni", unpublished thesis. University
of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota, 1940,
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CHAPTER III
CORE CURRICULUM
There is considerable evidence from the catalog data to
show that the various teacher-training Institutions regard pre-
scribed courses favorably. In addition to the listing of many
kinds of professional courses the colleges are selecting a wide
variety of subjects. In this part of the curriculum, however,
very few of the institutions have gone so far as to prescribe the
greater part of the work to be taken.
It must be remembered that the chief purpose of the core
curriculum is to provide for the orderly development of the pro-
spective teacher as an individual. To secure a breadth of training
and experience is the main objective. To satisfy the demand that
the secondary teacher shall be acquainted with many phases of the
life of the times, is very plainly the aim of the core curriculum,
ENGLISH
There is a very striking recognition of the need for thorough
training in English, Composition, literature, and speech are the
main features of this work. Occasionally there are included under
this main heading such courses as prose and poetry and rhetoric or
Just English with no other information given as to what phase of
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Every institution requires some phase of English. Under the
course entitled English, it is probably safe to say that Composition
or Literature or both is meant.
Api>arently written English is regarded as more important to
the teacher than spoken English or a knowledge of the fields of
English Literature, This statement is supported by the fact that
the required Literature and Speech courses fell below Composition.
GENERAL ENGLISH
As stated previously, this course was described as English
Composition and Literature in the catalogs. This course is required
by 9 or 16,2 per cent of the schools. The total is 36 semesters and
108 credits for an average of 3 credits per semester and 12 per
school. This course is placed in both the freshman and sophomore
years,
LITERATURE
This course is required by 16 or 29 per cent of the schools
as follows:







TOTAL 16 30* 90**




"Total semesters is derived by multiplying the number of schools by
the number of semesters.
**Total credit hourd is derived by multiplying the number of schools
by the number of credit hours.
This follows throughout the study
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This course is placed in the freshman year by 5 schools and
in the sophomore year by 11 schools. This indicated that the
schools favor this course as a two-semester, six-credit hour
course to be required in the sophomore year by a large majority.
COMPOSITION
English ComiK)sition is required by 20 or 36,4 per cent of
the schools as follows:





TOTAL 20 36 104




The year placement is 15 in the freshman year and 5 in the
sophomore year. The trend seems to be overwhelmingly in favor of
a two-semester, six-credit hour course in the freshman year.
COMPOSITION AND LITERATURE
This course is required by 4 or 7.3 per cent of the schools
as follows:







TOTAL 4 7 21




The year placement, in each instance, is the freshman year
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COMPOSITION AND RHETORIC
This course is required by 3 or 5*4 P«r cent of the schools
as follows:




TOTAL 3 4 12
AVERAGES 4 credit hrs. 3 credit hrs.
per school per semester
The year placement, in each instance, is the freshman year.
In the last two Instances composition is combined with
another phase of English and therefore, is considered to be the
most important since it totals more than any other single course
or combination of courses.
PROSE AND POETRY
This course is required by 2 or 3.6 per cent of the schools
in both instances as a one-semester, three-credit hour course
placed in the freshman year.
SPEECH
This course is required by 21 or 38.1 percent of the schools
as follows:
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AVERAGES 3*8 credit hrs. 2,9 credit hrs,
per school per semester
The most common year placement la the freshman year by a wide
margin, {19 to 2), over the sophomore year. It is generally con-
sidered that this course should be offered in the freshman year as
a one-semester, three-credit course.
Speech has the greatest frequency in the English category, al-
though, Composition has a greater frequency when the single total
is bolstered by the times Composition appeared in combination with
other phases of English, However, Speech does not approach the
credit ttet Composition does because Composition is offered more
as a two-soaester, six-credit hour course.
It is apparent from this brief summary that, aside from the
composition course, English as a necessary part of the teacher’s
own individual equiimiont, especially that wide range of acquaintance
with form of literature which the English language has presented to
various generations, is not regarded as necessary by the curriculum
makers. In other words, it is merely to one of the tool sides of
our language that the required courses point. There is no indi-
cation that courses which will stimulate for future enjoyment and
spiritual growth shall be required to any marked degree,
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
A very small percentage of the universities (3*6 per cent)
believe that a foreign language should be required of students
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Many colleges prescribed foreign language In such a manner
that it actually was an elective course, other alternatives in
other academic fields being made possible.
Languages offered in the various schools usually included
French, German, and Spanish, in about that order of importance.
It is offered as a two-semester, six-credit hour course in
both cases, placed in the sophomore year,
MODERN LANGUAGE
Modern language is offered in two universities, in both in-
stances as a one-semester, three-credit hour course and placed in
the sophomore year*
HOMANITIES
This course includes the classics and romance languages,
subjects which are under much discussion at present. Very recently
the faculty of Phillips Exeter decided to drop Latin, Greek and
romance languages from their entrance requirements* This is another
indication of the trend of the times in the direction of speciali-
zation in education. Only 8 institutions (7*3 per cent) require
this course as a two-semester, six-credit hour course and placed
in the freshman and sophomore years equally,
SOCIAL SCIENCES
For purpose of this summary courses in history, sociology,
(other than educational) political science, school and society and
economics have been grouped together under the single title, social
*teDiLr>i' B t*9ua ni n^I&ncJ t»(Jitc«6*iq 'cobM
fti ?!^vi tefl1©^Xj5 70rfi0 ,'^fnnov ffVtt'yi^Lo XZB B0W \11bV^OB J“1
.frCdIa»oq ®b#un ^jt»d eWe>l*t o2nobf?oa lorfdo
^XlayaiJ tloorioe eiol'ujv eri^ ai teT(''l'io eag^fv^ed
,90tt&Jrtcxiai lo :c©Jno Srdf Snoda at ^fiattiBqQ 6ao ^nBsnBO ,-Icae^
ai '^«ni)QO Ttif)xl cfif>€;*ia-xXe ,':i'C^t^C£H98~owd f> au ftaielTto r1 il
, r e’lofflodqoa edS nl ftooalq ,eaaao ddod
-ai dv*od fli ,eeldiai:evtn« owd al >®a3llo al &^a^>£ TZoboK
at beoaXq Ijoo eaiao!^ ‘ivod ,ftf>y’i^-&r*'tdd ^iB^eenBa^ao a as dso/iB.t8
,*iaet arEoffipriqoa erif
ssaTii:Aiiuij
,a©Rij£/8CBl ooflBiBoi baa BobeBalo ©di aeftaloai aawoo alrfT
•^IJneco^ ’ri®V ,'*ao8©^ nolcat«oai/? a’owir iciuca; arcs rioWw s^fo&f^dae
Lob :i&a-iO ,al:f3j qorzb od babloeb aqilllifX to T^JaDBl ©ricf
TRd^ca© 8l airtT ^niutmo'xlup&'z eoa&xdae 'tledd aont ro^bu^obI eonancn
-llaiooqa to aoidcaiit edd al eetatd odd to ba&ii odd to noldBttbat
eitjjpet iifi9o
-©q f.V) aaotJudldBat B ^laO ,aot&Boubo at acidBs
beoBlq UiB aaaaoo rufod dtbo'xo-xta ^tadasirroa-owd e Be eaujoo eldi
.^Iloap© a*ra^ a'xorotiqoe tee acunricoTt odd al
65fgi!gT08 JAiooe
,
Y*iodtlxl fli aaexvoo y’janswi^ aliiJ lo asoq*ct;q xo?
bnB yJaiooa bas Ioc-'*>a ^^oaffioe iBoldlJc^- (I^col^B^abo neiid lorido)
iOltls eij^la edd lobat' xeadosioJ baevoxs a^atf ©vex; Bv^uoaooa
science
Titles listed in the prescribed social science requirements
of universities cover a rans® of 9 different combinations. Ten
catalogs name "Social Science" without specific definition of the
particular course included. Twenty-one different colleges name
some kind of history as the requirement. Only 3 colleges have
placed economics on the required list. Ten colleges require
political science, while 8 others demand school and society.
Sociology was required in 15 instances.
The total frequency is 6? (122 per cent). This is explained
by the fact that in a few cases, colleges required more than 1
course in social science.
Belief in some sort of social science is clear from this
summary but just exactly what it should be is not agreed upon at
all. Here again, the more general, all-including courses, such as
"History of Civilization", and other history courses names, as well
as the others are found in varying small degrees throughout the
catalogs, and except as such courses might be elected under the
"Social Sciences" requirement, there is no certainty that the pro-
spective teacher will obtain that breadth of understanding which is
the objective of the core curriculum group of courses.
The social sciences are required as follows:
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NUMBER OF UNIVERSITD’.S REQUIRING
VARIOUS COURSES IN SOCIAL SCIEKCE

fNumber of Universities Requiring Various


















The year placement is 35 in the freshman year, 32 in the sopho-
more year, 6 in the junior year, and 4 in the senior year.
SCIENCE COURSES
llie titles of courses under this classification vary a great
deal. Every school offers some course in science, either biologi-
cal or chemistry, or both.
The minimum requirement in these schools is 2 credits, the
maximum 10, a range of 8.
ZOOLOGY
This course appeared most frequently under the biological
sciences, singularly 19 times and since it is usually considered
half of the biology course (the other half being botany) it is
probably safe to say that it is offered by half the total bioloty
offerings which gives it a frequency of 28 plus twice more for its
appearance under the biological sciences, which had a frequency of
4, thus giving it a total frequency of 30.
It is understandable that this course should be emphasized for
it is usually a prerequisite of the Anatomy courses which is re-
quired of most physical education majors.
Zoology appears as follows:
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Considering the other sciences of which it is a part, the
total semesters is increased to 40 and the total credit hours in-
creased to 136 for ein average of 3*4 credit hours per semester
and 4.5 credit hours per school. The mean average is 3.3 credit
hours per semester and 4*2 hours per school.
The year placement is 1? in the freshman year and twice in
the sophomore year.
BOTANY
This course appeared less frequently than zoology, for a
total of 4 times singularly, as a 1 semester, 2 credit course
once and a 1 semester, 3 credit course three times, and 11 more
as a part of the sciences in which it comprises half of the con-
tent for a total of 21 semester and 72 credits averaging 3*8 credits
per semester and 4 credits per school. Singularly it averages 2.9
credits in both instances. The overall average is 3*4 credits per
semester and 3*5 per school. It is offered in the freshman year
3 times and once in the sophomore year. These totals show that
zoology is considered approximately twice as important as botany in
the matter of frequency, semesters and credits offered, although per
school and persemester credit is approximately the same. Botany
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This course is required by 17 or 31 P®r cent of the schools
as follows:











TOTAL 17 27 104




The year placement is 15 In the freshman year and 2 In the
sophomore year.
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE
This course is required by 4 or 7*3 P®r cent of the schools
as follows:





TOTAL 4 6 18




The year placement is 2 in the freshman year and 2 in the
sophomore year.
T^XXlQia
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BACTERIOLOGY
This course is closely related to the biological sciences
and is offered by 5 institutions (9*1 per cent) in this study.
It appears as a 1 semester, 3 credit course in each instance.
Tear placement, sophomore year unanimously,
GENERAL CHEMISTRY
This course is required by 20 or 36,4 per cent of the
schools as follows:




















The year placement is favored in the sophomore yeeir (16 to
4) over the freshman year. It is indicated that this course is
advocated as a two-semester, six-credit hour course,
BIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY
This course was indicated only twice, both times as a one-
semester, three-credit hour course in the sophomore year,
PHYSIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY
This course is required by 4 or 7.3 per cent of the schools
as follows:
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AVERAGE 3 credit hrs. 3 credit hrs.
per school per semester






NUTRITION AND CHEMISTRY OF FOODS
This course is the most closely related course to physical
education than the others in this category with the possible ei-
ception of physiological and biological chemistry. Just as in
the other freshman and sophomore year courses, not much thought
is given to the majors in these years as is indicated in many of
the catalogs by the fact that all students take the same course
without discrimination. In the more carefully planned course in
which the students are closely guided it was noticed that the
courses mentioned above are usually required for physical edu-
cation majors.
Nutrition and Chemistry of Foods is required by 7 or 12,7
per cent of the schools as follows:
NUMBER OF SCHOOLS SEMESTERS CREDIT HOURS
2 12
i 1
TOTAL 7 7 19
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The year placement is 4 in the sophomore year, 2 in the
Junior year, and 1 in the senior year. One school offered this
course for graduate credit also,*
MATHEMATICS
This coxarse is required by 6 or 10,8 per cent of the schools
as follows:















The year placement in each instance, is the freshman year.
There is little indication that mathematics is regarded as
necessary. In a few schools the subject is on the list in such a
way that it may be elected, and in some it could be "side-stepped"
by taking some other course.
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION COURSES
Curricula everywhere show more attention to the courses
grouped under this title than is given to any other section, except
courses provided under the subject matter courses included under
the majors and minors. Contrary to general belje f, teacher-
training institutions everywhere devote more time to subject-
* In this study, whenever a course is offered for graduate credit
also, it is merely noted as such, but in all cases it is con-
strued as the senior year since only undergraduate requirements
are being considered.
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NUMBER OF UNIVERSITIES REQUIRING
VARIOUS COURSES IN SCIENCE AND
MiATHEMATICS




NUMBER OF UNIVEIRSITIES REQUIRING VARIOUS






matter courses than to any other section of the curriculum.
Professional courses, therefore, have been assigned a place
which is important, but one which seldom covors more than one-
fourth to one-third of the entire curriculum,
PSYCHOLOGY
Courses in psychology are found in every curriculum in
every school studies, but there is a very great variety in the
titles used to designate the fundamental courses. Educational
psychology appears most frequently, 36 times. The next most
frequent course offered is general psychology, which is very
often a prerequisite for educational psychology. Elementary
psychology, which is usually the same in content as general
psychology or as educational psychology appears in three cur-
clcula; psychology of adolescence and psychology of learning
each appear in three institutions.
It must be remembered continually throughout this section
of the study that no courses are named which are not required.
No attention is being paid at this point to that vast number
of elective courses in every phase of the professional category,
A total of 55 colleges prescribed some sort of course in
psychologh and some of them require two or more. The statement
that psychology would some day be regarded as the most important
course in the curriculum, is vindicated by the fact that no other
single course outside of student teaching is required by as large
a per cent of the teacher-training institutions as is psychology.
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5/ Psychology of Learning

These courses are offered as follows:






TOTAL 71 88 267
AVERAGE 3,76 credit hrs. 3 credit hrs.
per school per semester
The year placement is I 5 in the freshman year, 36 in the
sophomore year, 18 in the junior year, and 2 in the senior year.
It is apparent that this course is favored as a one-semester,
three credit-hour course in the sophomore year. More than half the
universities place it in the one-semester category although quite
a high percentage (24 per cent) place it in the two-semester category.
Sixty-four and eight tenths per cent of the schools offered
educational psychology, 47.3 per cent offered general psychology,
and 5*4 per cent offered elementary psychology. The last per-
centage holds true for both psychology of 1 earning and adolescent
psychology also. The total is over 100 per cent because as ex-
plained earlier many universities reauire two courses in psycho-
logy, The usual combination was general psychology followed by
educational psychology. This is particularly true in the larger
universities,
INTRODUCTION TO EDUCATION
In this category are grouped such title as "Introduction to
Teaching", "Introduction to High School Teaching", "Introduction to
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High School Procedures", and a fev/ others
Sixteen institutions prescribed this course and recognize
the importance of a general, introductory survey course, which
is designed to gain for the student a broad viewpoint of the
educational process, and a gradual induction into the real
"teacher" attitude, as opposed to the "student" attitude.
Further work along the lines of creating in the minds of students
the right attitudes and understanding of their duties and re-
sponsibilities is regularly a part of such courses.
It is probably safe to generalize about all these courses
to the extent of sa3ring that they are all intended to "break the
ice" for the prospective teacher, to give him a comprehensive
view of the secondary school as a whole, and to clear. up the many
misconceptions which are already formed in the minds of those
fresh from the secondary school.
This course is required by 16 or 29 per cent of the schools
as follows:







TOTAL 16 17 48
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HISTORY OF EDUCATION
This course, which is undoubtedly one of the oldest in the
curriculum, is prescribed by 8 colleges in this portion of the
study. It appears again later under the major courses. Beside
this number, there are a few scattered instances where courses
in the educational history of a particular state have beoi added,
but will not be considered here.
There is no indication that the history of education is other
than what has been offered for some time. It is noticed in de-
scriptions of many of the courses with this title, an emphasis upon
the history of education in the United States, Such courses de-
voted some time to discovering the sources of various movements
in American education, such as the influence of the French and
Grerman systems and of various educational references.
Eight institutions out of 55 offer this course for a per-
centage of 14*5
This course appears as follows:


















The year placement is very unstable. It is offered in all
undergraduate years. More specifically in the freshman year once,
in the sophomore year three times, and twice in both the junior and
senior years.
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STUDENT TEACHING
Student teaching is required by 54 or 98 per cent of the
institutions. This work of actually teaching children in classes
of various sizes, shows a wide range in the number of credit hours
required. The range is from 2 credit hours to 10 (Range of 8),
It is sometimes referred to as Directed Teaching or Practive in
Conducting Classes,
The general practice seems to be to require practice teaching
in the major subject of the pupils field. This student teaching
is usually done over a period of at least a semester. In a great
majority of the cases it is stated that this teaching is done under
actual supervision, and the practice is also shown of linking this
teaching with courses in curriculum materials and methods of
teaching. Usually, the instructor in the curriculum courses is
the supervisor of the student while teaching. Problems arising
in the classrooms then become the items of discussion in the methods
class. Materials selected for a curriculum are tried out under
actual class-room conditions, as well as such other things as tests,
marking systems, supplementary material, and all such similar
matter as may properly be used in classroom instruction. By this
linking of theory and practice there is built up a carefully co-
ordinated and unified conception of the place which theory and
practice have. The student senses the place of each and the value
each one has. By this plan the practice and "preaching?* of the
methods instructor must agree.
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Another general method is to place the student in the class-
room to discover problems or teaching. These problems arise from
actual class situations and from contacts with pupils. Conferences
then follow the sensing of these problems and the supervising
critic, as well as the director of training, take a hand in guiding
the work of the student in training.
The overall picture shows that all the courses combined under
student teaching appears as follows:






















TOTAL 54 86 279
AVERAGE 5*2 credit hrs, 3*2 credit hrs,
per school per semester
In all cases the courses are offered in the senior year and
favored as a two-seraester, six credit-hour course.
COURSES IN METHODS
Fundamentally, these courses consider the general principles
of teaching as applied to all the subjects indiscriminately. They
are not so much concerned with the curriculum materials as are the
special methods courses found under the majors which will be treated
later in this study. They are never linked in any way with actual
classroom practice, as are so many of the special methods courses.
Another interesting thing to notice regarding these general
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methods courses in that they usually precede the special methods
offerings. In this way they frequently develop a general, funda-
mental philosophy, whereas the special technique courses pay special
attention to the specific needs of the various subjects, and are
consequently more narrow in their scope.
From this data it appears that the common practice is to de-
vote a semester to general methods of teaching, followed very often,
simultaneously with actual classroom teaching, by a course devoted
to the special methods of teaching a particular subject or subjects,
which the prospective teacher will teach as a major or minor or both.
Statements of a majority of the catalogs show that this is the cus-
tomary sequence in training secondary teachers.
Under the "courses in methods" sometimes appear such titles as
"Techniques of Teaching", "Methods of Instruction", "Methods of
Teaching in the Secondary Schools" and "Methods and Materials of
Teaching in the Elementary Schools,"
This course is required by 48 or 87.1 per cent of the schools
as follows:













TOTAL 48 52 154
AVERAGE 3.2 credit hrs, 2,99 credit hrs,
per school per semester
The year placement favored the senior year, 27 to 21, over the
Junior yeeir. It is favored as a one-semester, three-credit hour
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course in the senior year,
PRINCIPIES OF SECONDARY EDUCATION
Twenty-three institutions require a course in principles of
secondary education. Under this topic are considered such units
as the history of secondary education, practices in other countries,
the various peculiarities of the high school population, guidance,
currictila, teaching staff. It is not at all usual to find any
agreement between the catalog descriptions although there is a
certain amount
,
Principles of secondary education is required by 23 or 41.9
per cent of the schools as follows:




TOTAL 23 24 70




The year placement is 8 in the junior year and 15 in the
senior year, 5 of which offer it for graduate credit also. This
course is fairly constant in all its phases in comparison with other
courses. It can be seen that there is little differences of opinion
as to what year and how many credits this course should bear. The
various courses in principles of secondary education show a range
of credit hours from 2 to 6, According to the catalogs, it is best
offered in the senior year for one-semester and three-credit hours.
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PRINCIPLES OF ELE\fflWrARY EDUCATION
Principles of elementary education is offered only 4 times
or 7*3 per cent of the total studied* It is the same in content
as principles of secondary education with emphasis on the ele-
mentary level, of course. This course is offered as a 1 semester,
3 credit course in each instance and is offered in the junior year
by 1 school and in the senior year by 3, one of which offers it
for graduate credit also*
EDUCATIONAL MEASUREMENTS
Measurements is an all-embracing term which is used to de-
signate all those courses in mental and achievement testing and
measuring, which have for their purpose an understanding of the
nature, methods of use, and remedial work suggested by all sorts
of measuring device.
The majority of these courses in measurement were devoted to
a study of achievement tests, V/herever mental tests were studied
it was apparently the purpose of the courses to acquaint teachers
with the nature of the tests and their uses, rather than to train
teachers in the techniques of administering such tests. An under-
standing of the place of mental tests in arriving at a better es-
timate of the student’s ranking, together with their use in such
practices as the various plans of ability grouping, acceleration,
and others, seems to be one of the chief objectives of these
courses. The courses in measurements dealing directly with the
major (physical education) will be treated later.
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This course is required by 5 or 9»1 per cent of the schools
as follows;







TOTAL 5 5 13
AVERAGE 2,6 credit hrs, 2,6 credit hrs,
per school per semester
The year placement is 2 in the junior year and 3 in the
senior year, 2 of which offered the course for graduate credit
also,
CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION IN SECONDARY SCH00I3
This particular course is concerned mainly with touching
curriculum construction. It appears again with the major re-
quirement, In this instance it is designed particularly for
academic courses and is important since most teachers of physical
education minor in an academic subject and will be required to
teach at least one other subject besides physical education.
This course is required by 6 or 10,9 per cent of the schools
as follows:
NUMBER OF SCHOOLS SELffiSTERS CREDIT HOURS
1 1 2
2 1 1
TOTAL 6 6 17
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senior year, 2 of which offered the course for graduate credit
also,
ADMINISTRATION OF CITY SCH00I3
This course is required by 4 or 7*3 per cent of the schools,
in each instance, as a one-semester, three credit hour course.
The year placement is 1 in the Junior year and 3 in the senior
year, 1 of which offered it for graduate credit also,
THE USE OF VISUAL AIDS
This course is required by 4 or 7.3 per cent of the schools
as follows:
NUMBER OF SCHOOIS SEMESTERS CREDIT
2 1 3
2 1 2
TOTAL 4 4 10
AVERAGE 2,5 credit hrs. 2,5 credit hrs.
per school per semester
The year placement is 1 in the junior year, and 3 in the
senior year, 1 of which offered it for graduate credit also,
SEMINAR
Although this is usually a graduate course, it is being
offered to undergraduate students in the senior year as an in-
formal round table discussion course to supplement the student
teaching and other practical courses of the senior year in
which many problems arise and are discussed for the benefit of
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It is naturally beneficial to all in a pooling of experiences and
ideas. It is also designed to prepare the student for graduate
study and for advice from experienced instructors to supplement
individual conference.
It is offered by 6 institutions (10,9 per cent), in each
instance as a 1 semester, 3 credit course for a total of 18
credits and an average of 3 credits per school and per semester,
PHILOSOPHY
This course deals primarily with educational philosophies
of the past which influence present day education and with present
^
day philosophy to stimulate the students in thought and action in
forming a philosophy of his own to guide him in his work when he
gets out in the field.
This course is required by 15 or 27 per cent of the schools
as follows:
NUMBER OF SCHOOLS SEMESTERS CREDIT HOURS
11 1 3
1 2
TOTAL 15 15 41
AVERAGE 2,7 credit lirs. 2,7 credit hrs.
per school per semester
The year placement is 3 in the sophomore year, 7 in the
Junior year, and 5 in the senior year,
GUIDANCE
This course is required by 6 or 10,8 per cent of the schools,
in each instance, as a one-semester, three-credit hour course. The
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year placement is 1 in the freshman year, 4 in the sophomore
year, and 1 in the junior year,
COtfl>OSITE COURSE IN SECONDARY EDUCATION
This course is required by 1 or 1,9 per cent of the schools,
the purpose of which was to combine all the requirements in edu-
cation for certification in that particular state in which it is
located. It is offered as a two-semester, ten-credit hour course
and placed in the junior year.
One of the primary purposes of the professional education
courses is to provide the required courses necessary for certifi-
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CHAPTER IV
REQUIRED PROFESSIONAL PHYSICAL EDUCATION COURSES
PHYSICAL EDUCATION SCIENCE COURSES
These courses include anatomy, physiology and kinesiology.
Hygiene perhaps should be included, but in this study it is
grouped with the health courses because of its similarity in con-
tent and purpose. It is frequently combined with health courses
and for those reasons they are grouped together.
Anatomy, physiology and kinesology appear together in a few
instances and in many instances as anatomy and physiology, or
anatomy and kinesology or individually. An attempt will be made
to determine approximately what weight these courses carry indi-
vidually in the curriculum of the schools offering these courses
by taking half the value when it appears in combination with one
other course and one third the value whenever it appears in com-
bination with two other courses, and adding this to the total
value of the course as it appears individually,
anatomy; physiology and kinesiology
Anatomy, physiology and kinesiology is offered as one course
by 4 institutions or 7*3 per cent in each instance, as a 2 semester,
6 credit course totaling 8 semesters and 24 credits and an average
of 3 credits per semester and 6 credits per school. It is offered
in the sophomore year by 1 school and in the junior year by 3*
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Individually, they theoratically weigh as follows;
Anatomy - 2 and 2/3 semesters for 8 credits
Physiologj/^ - 2 and 2/3 semesters for 8 credits
Kinesiology - 2 and 2/3 semesters for 8 credits
ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY
This course is required in combination by 11 or 20 per cent
of the schools as follows:





TOTAL 11 19 59




The year placement is 2 in the freshman year, 7 in the sopho
more year, and 2 in the junior year.
Individually, they theoretically weign as follows:
Anatomy - 29 1/2 credits for 9 and 1/2 semesters
Phy3iolO;3y - 29 and 1/2 credits for 9 and 1/2 semesters
ANATOMY AND KINESIOLOGY
This course is required in this combination by 8 or 14*5 per
cent of the schools as follows:





total 8 10 26
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The year placement is 2 in the sophomore year and 6 in the
Junior year.
Individually, they theoretically weigh as follows:
Anatomy - 5 semesters for 13 credits
Kinesiology - 5 semesters for 13 credits
ANATOMY, MAMMALIAN


















The year placement is 1 in the freshman year and 2 in the
sophomore year,
PHYSIOLOGICAL ANATOI^Y
This course is required by 3 or 5.4 per cent of the schools
as follows:


















The year placement, in each instance, is the Junior year, A

wide range of seven-credit hours is evident for this course,
ANATOMY
Anatomy is required by 24 or 43*8 per cent of the schools as
follows:





TOTAL 24 25 88
AVERAGE 3.67 credit hrs. 3.52 credit hrs.
per school per semester
The year placement is 1? times in the sophomore year, 6 in
the junior year, and 1 in the senior year. The total number of
institutions requriing anatomy in some phase or in combination
with another science is 53 or 96 per cent of the schools,
A hypothetical conclusion as to the comparative weight of
each of these sciences will be attempted at the end of this parti-
cular phase of the study. Up to this point, anatomy theoretically
weighs as follows;
In combination with kinesiology and physiology, it was determined
that anatomy shares one-third of the credit or 2 and 2/3 semesters
for 8 credits;
In combination with physiology, anatomy claims half or 9 and 1/2
semesters and 29 1/2 credits;
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Both mammalian and physiological anatomy total 7 semesters for 27
credits;
Singularly, anatomy totaled 25 semesters and 88 credits.
The total is 53 or 96 per cent of the schools for 49 semesters and
165 credits.
The average is 3,1 credits per school and 3.4 credits per semester.
The year placement is 3 in the freshman year, 29 in the sopho-
more year, 20 in the junior year, and 1 in the senior year,
KINESIOLOGY




















The year placement is 18 in the junior year, and 12 in the
senior year, 6 of which offer this course for graduate credit also,
APPLIED ANATOI^Y
This course is placed under kinesiology because it is the
same in content as explained in the catalogs.
This course is required by 3 or 5.4 per cent cf the schools,
in each instance, as a one-semester, three-credit hour course and
placed in the junior year
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KINESIOLOGY AND CORRECTIVES
This course is required by 4 or 7*3 por cent of the schools,
in each instance, as a one-semester, three-credit hour course and
placed in the junior and senior years equally.
Kinesiology is required by 49 or 90 per cent of the schools,
in combination with another science or alone, as follows:






















The year placement is 3 in the sophomore year, 32 in the
junior year, and 14 in the senior year, 6 of which offer this
course for graduate credit also.
Theoretically, when granted its proportionate share of
credit in which it appears in combination with other sciences,
kinesiology weighs as follows:
In combination with physiology and anatomy, kinesiology was allot-
ed one-third of the cred or 8 credits and 2 and 1/3 semesters;
In combination with anatomy, kinesiology is entitled to half the
credit or 13 credits and 5 semesters;
In combination with correctives it claimed 6 credits and 2 semes-
ters;
As applied anatomy, it totaled 9 credits for 3 semesters;
re
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Alone, Kinesiology totaled 33 semesters and 85 credits.
The total is 122 credits and 45 semesters.
The average is 2,5 credits per school and 2,7 credits per semester.
Kinesiology usually has for a prerequisite a course in anatomy,
thus it appears in the junior and senior years whenever it is offer-
ed alone and it is also open to graduate students according to 6
catalogs. All in all, anatomy is offered by 4 more institutions
than kinesiology and is considered a bit more important apparently,
as indicated by the fact that anatomy offered more credits per
semester, 3.4 to 2,7 (.7 more) and per school 3.1 to 2,5 (.6 more)
than does kinesiology.
PHYSIOLOGY
This course is required by 27 or 49 per cent of the schools
as follows:






TOTAL 27 31 103
AVERAGE 3.9 credit hrs. 3.3 credit hrs.
per school per semester
The year placement is 2 in the sophomore year, 21 in the
junior year, and 4 in the senior year, 2 of which offer this
course for graduate credit also. The prerequisite in most cases
for physiology is Botany
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PHYSIOLOGY OF EXERCISE
This course usually follows physiology in most of the schools.

























The year placement is 9 in the junior year, and 10 in the
senior year, 6 of which stated that this course was offered for
graduate credit also.
Theoretically, when granted its proportionate share of credit
in which it appears in combination with other sciences, physiology
weighs as follows:
In combination with anatomy and kinesiology, physiology shared one-
third of the credit or 8 credits and 2 and 1/3 semesters;
In combination with anatomy it shared in one-half of the credit or
29 1/2 credits and 9 and 1/2 semesters;
As physiology of exercise it totaled 62 credits and 23 semesters;
As physiology alone, it totaled 103 credits and 31 semesters.
The total is 202 credits, 66 semesters, for 6l schools.
The average credit per school is 3.3, and the average credit per
semester is 3.
The year placement is 2 in the freshman year, 10 in the
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sophomore year, 35 in the Junior year, and 14 in the senior year,
8 of which offer this course for graduate credit also.
PHYSIOLOGY. KINESIOLOGY AJJD ANATOMY COMPARED
Physiology - 202 credits, 66 semesters, 6l institutions.
Average - 3 credit hrs, per semester and 3.3 credit hrs. per
school
Anatomy - 165 credits, 49 semesters, 54 institutions.
Average - 3.4 credit hrs, per semester and 3.1 credit hrs,
per school
Kinesiology - 122 credits, 45 semesters, 49 institutions.
Average - 2.7 credit hrs, per semester and 2,5 credit hrs,
per school
Physiology - (excluding physiology of exercise) 140 credits
43 semester, 42 institutions.
Average - 3.3 credit hrs, per semester and 3.3 credit hrs,
per school
Physiology is offered by more institutions for more semesters
and credit hours per semester and school than any other science in
this group with the exception of average credit per semester, in
which case anatomy leads by ,4 of a credit, caused by greater
frequency in which anatomy appeared as a 1 semester, 5 credit
course. Physiology is offered by more institutions than the total
number in this study because a few of the colleges offered either
physiology of exercise or physiology or both.
Many institutions classify physiology of exercise as purely
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NUMBER OF UNIVERSITIES REQUIRING












a physical education course and since this doubt existed it was
believed that physiology alone should be considered in this study.
In this category physiology is third in total number of institu-
tions in which this course is offered, second in total credit and
third in total semesters, second in average credit per semester
and first in average credit per school.
Kinesiology is third in all respects except when compared
with physiology alone in which case it has a lead of 7 in number
of schools offering the course and 2 semesters more in which it
is offered. Anatomy is usually indicated as a prerequisite for
this course. It is offered in the senior year more than either
of the other two courses for this reason. It is also offered
as a graduate course as much as any other course in this group.
Kinesiology is often offered in combination with anatomy
alone or with correctives but never appeared in combination with
physiology. In only 4 schools did it appear in combination with
physiology and anatomy. It is a poor third in average credit per
school and per semester but compares very favorably in frequency.
Its low average is due to its position as a low credit course in




This course is required by 23 or 41 #9 per cent of the schools
as follows:
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TOTAL 23 26 67




The year placement is 1 in the freshman year, 1 in the
sophomore year, 6 in the junior year, and 15 in the senior year,
7 of which offer this course for graduate credit also,
METHODS AND MATERIALS IN HEALTH EDUCATION
Methods and materials is a logical second with respect to
frequency of mention in the catalogs. Health education, of course,
is first and deals mainly with the general program of health edu-
cation in the public schools, while methods and materials deals
with various methods, procedures, and techniques in relation to
their use in the health instruction program.
This course is required by 14 or 25,4 per cent of the schools,
in each instance, as a one-semester, three-credit hour course for
a total of forty-two credits.
The year placement is 5 in the junior year, and 9 in the
senior year, 2 of which offer this course for graduate credit also,
METHODS IN HEALTH EDUCATION
This course is required by 4 institutions or 7.3 per cent,
as follows; as a 1 semester, 2 credit course by 1 institution; as
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PROBLEMS IN SCHOOL HEALTH
This course is offered by 10 institutions or 18,2 per
cent in each instance as a 1 semester, 3 credit course and placed
in the junior year by 2 and in the senior year by 8, 2 of which
stated that this course is offered for graduate credit also,
PROBLEMS IN HEALTH. PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION
This course is offered by 5 institutions or 9.1 per cent
as a 1 semester, 2 credit hour course and placed in the junior year
by 3 institutions and in the senior year by 2 institutions.
ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF HEALTH EDUCATION AND PHYSICAL
EDUCATION
Organization and administration of health and physical edu-
cation is required by 8 or 14.5 per cent of the schools as follows:










TOTAL 8 9 22




The year placement is 2 in the junior year, and 6 in the
senior year, 2 of which offer this course for graduate credit also.
ORGANIZATION OF HEALTH EDUCATION
Three institutions or 5.4 per cent offer this course as a 1
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semester, 2 credit course in each instance and placed in the
senior year.
ADMINISTRATION OF HEALTH AM) PEtYSICAL EDUCATION
Six institutions or 10.8 per cent offer this course as a 1
semester, 3 credit course in each instance and placed in the
senior year. This course appeared as administration of school
health in 3 instances.
MENTAL HSAITH
Seven institutions or 12.7 per cent offer this course in
each instance as a one-semester, three-credit hour course and
placed in the junior year by 2 institutions and in the senior
year by 5 institutions, 2 of which indicated that the course is
open for graduate credit also.
PERSONAL HEALTH
This course is required by 8 or 14.5 per cent of the schools
as follows:







TOTAL 8 8 23




The year placement is 4 in the Junior year, and 4 in the senior
year
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All schools agree that this course should be placed in the
senior year, and 4 indicated that the course is offered for
graduate credit also,
TESTS AND MEASURETvENrS IN HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
This course is required by 4 or 7.3 per cent of the schools.
as follows:





AVERAGE 2,5 credit hrs. 2,5 credit hrs.
per school per semester




PROBLEtE IN HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION
This course is required by 5 institutions or 9»1 per cent as
a 1 semester, 2 credit course in each instance and placed in the
junior year by 3 institutions and in the senior year by 2 insti-
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PRINCIPLES OF HEALTH EDUCATION
Courses in principles of health education are very few indeed.
Only 3 institutions or 5*4 per cent required this course, each as a
1 semester, 3 credit course placed in the senior year, 1 of which
offered it for graduate credit also,
HEALTH AND SAFETY EDUCATION
This course is required by 3 or 5*4 per cent of the schools
as follows:







TOTAL 3 4 11
AVERAGE 3.7 credit hrs, 2,75 credit hrs,
per school per semester
The year placement is 3 in the senior year, 1 of which offers
it for graduate credit also. The trend seems to be in combining
these courses.
Courses involving health education are primarily a one semester,
three-credit hour course offered in the senior year by a wide majori-
ty, Schools which require' a minor in health education tend to com-
bine health education with physical education whenever feasable.
Next to physical education, health education is most frequently com-
bined with safety education and hygiene (tied) and with recreation.
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education and in many cases 2 or 3 courses, particularly those
requiring a minor in it. Whenever these courses are combined,





This course is required by 12 or 21.8 per cent of the schools
as follows:
NUMBER OF SCHOOIS SEMESTERS CREDIT HOURS
1 1 2
11 1 1
TOTAL 12 12 35
AVERAGE 2,99 credit hrs. 2,99 credit hrs.
per school per semester
The year placement is 3 in the sophomore year, and 9 in the
junior year. It is favored as a one-semester, three-credit hour
course in the junior year.
PERSONAL AND GENERAL HYGIENE
This course is required by 12 or 21,8 per cent of the schools
as follows:
NUMBER OF SCHOOIS SEMESTERS CREDIT HOURS
1 1 2
U j. 3
TOTAL 12 12 35
AVERAGE 2,99 credit hrs. 2,99 credit hrs.
per school per semester
The year placement is 1 in the sophomore year, 5 in "the junior
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year, and 6 in the senior year, 2 of which offer this course for
graduate credit also.
PERSONAL AND COMMUNITY HYGIENE
This course is required by 6 or 10.9 per cent of the schools
as follows:










TOTAL 6 7 18




The year placement is 1 in the freshman year and 5 in the
sophomore year.
PERSONAL HYGIENE
This course is required by 5 or 9.1 per cent of the schools
as follows:




















The year placement is 2 in the freshman year and 3 in the
junior year
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COMMUNITY. EERSONAL, AMD GENERAL HYGIENE COMPARED :
Personal hygiene has the greatest frequency, community
hygiene has the highest average credit per institution and
general hygiene has the highest average credit per semester.
PersD nal hygiene is combined with each of the other courses in
various schools but community hygiene neverappears in combi-
nation with general hygiene. Singularly, community hygiene
appears most frequently,
MEOTAL HYGIENE
This course is offered by 4 institutions or 7*3 per cent
in each instance, as a 1 semester, 3 credit course. It is placed
in the jupior year by 1 institution and in the senior year by 3
institutions, 2 of which stated that this course was open for
graduate credit also,
HYGIENE AND SCHOOL HEALTH
This course is required by 3 institutions or 5*4 per cent
in each instance, as a 1 semester, 3 credit course and placed in
the junior year by 2 institutions and in the senior year by one
institution,
PRINCIPLES OF HYGIENE
Three institutions or 5*4 per cent offer this course, in
each instance as a 1 semester, 3 credit course and placed it in
the junior year
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Two institutions or 3.6 per cent offer this course, in each
instance as a 1 semester, 3 credit course and placed in the
sophomore year.
HyCIENE AND FIRST AID
Two institutions or 3.6 per cent offer this course, in each
instance as a 1 semester, 3 credit course and placed in the
freshman year once and in the sophomore year once.
Definitions of Selected Recurrent Terms Relative to Health
Education -
Health education is the sum of experiences which
favorably influence habits, attitudes and knowledge re-
lating to individual, cummunity and racial health.
School health education is that part of health
education that takes place in school or through efforts
organized and conducted by school personnel.
Health in the human organism is that condition
which permits optimal functioning of the individual
enabling him to live most and to serve best in personal
and social relationships.
Hygiene is the applied science of healthful living;
it provides the basic scientific knowledge upon which
desirable health practices are founded.
Physical Education is that phase of the school pro-
gram which is concerned largely with the gro^vth and
development of children through the medium of total body
activities. Briefly stated, the objectives of the
physical education program are the protection and im-
provement of health; the development of neuromascular
skill and motor fitness; the development of desirable
social attitudes and standards of conduct; and attitudes
in physical education activities which will contribute
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to whomesome and enjoyable leisure pursuits.
Mental health for normal children involves
the establishment of well-balanced and serene
minds, capable of adjusting themselves readily
to the mastery of life’s problems with freedom
from mental strain,^'
RECREATION COURSES
Under this heading appear 7 phases of recreation for a total
of 6l courses fairly well distributed into each phase among the
55 institutions of this study. The reason that the frequency ex-
ceeds the number of institutions is because many of the insti-
tutions offer 2 courses in recreation although a few offer none at
all. There are schools, such as Brooklyn College, which offer a
diploma in recreational leadership separate and apart from physi-
cal education. In such cases, the courses were not included in
this study, Brooklyn College, does however, offer a major in
health and physical education also and includes a course in re-
creational leadership which is considered in this study,
Brooklyn College states that the purpose of these courses
is to provide the student with the knowledge and personal skills
requisite for efficient leadership in various types of recreation
centers. Most colleges offering a physical education major offer
recreational courses but its purpose is not, of necessity, to
Prank G, Thompson, Ronald R, Cross, and Vernon L, Nicholl, A Basic
Plan for Student Health and Health Education in Teacher-Training
Institutions — Illinois Joint Committee on School Health, 1944
Clair Elsmere Turner, Principles of Health Education
,
Boston, D, C,
Heath and Company, 1932^» p, 166',
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make experts in this field. The student is trained more with an
eye to the recreation of children of school age during school
hours, after school, and summers,
C(MMDNITY RECREATION
This course is required by 16 or 30 per cent of the schools
as follows:
NUMBER OF SCHOOIS SEI.1ESTERS CREDIT HOURS
8 1 2
8 1 1
TOTAL 16 16 40
AVERAGE 2,5 credit hrs. 2,5 credit hrs.
per school per semester
The year placement is 4 in the sophomore year, 5 :in the
junior year, and 7 in the senior year, 4 of which offer this
course for graduate students also.
COMMUNITY RECREATION LEADERSHIP
This course is required by 14 or 25 per cent of the schools
as follows:
NUMBER OF SCHOOIS SEMESTERS CREDIT HOURS
7 1 2
1 1 3
TOTAL 14 14 35
AVERAGE 2,5 credit hrs, 2,5 credit hrs,
per school per semester
The year placement is 3 in the sophomore year, 8 in the
junior year, and 3 in the senior year, 1 of which offered this
course for graduate credit also.
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RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES
This course is required by 10 or 18 per cent of the schools
as follows:





TOTAL 10 10 24
AVERAGE 2.4 credit hrs, 2,4 credit hrs.
per school per semester
The year placement is 1 in the sophomore year, 6 in the
Junior year, and 3 in the senior year, 1 of which offered it for
graduate credit also,
ADIflNISTRATION OF COMMUNITY RECREATION
This course is required by 7 or 13 per cent of the schools
as follows:






AVERAGE 2,6 credit hrs, 2,6 credit hrs.
18
per school per semester
The year placement is 2 in the junior year, and 5 in the
senior year, 2 of which offer this course for graduate credit also,
ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF RECREATION
This course is required by 5 or 9 per cent of the schools
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as follows;
NUMBER OF SCHOOLS SEMESTERS CREDIT
4 1 3
1 1 4
TOTAL 5 5 16




The year placement is 5 in the senior year, 2 of which offer
this course for graduate credit also,
PRINCIPLES OF COMMUNITY RECREATION
This course is required by 6 or 11 per cent of the schools
as follows:







TOTAL 6 6 16




The year placement is 2 in the Junior year, and 4 in the
senior year, 1 of which offered this course for graduate credit
also.
RECREATIONAL ARTS AND CRAFTS
Recreational arts and crafts is offered by 3 schools or 5.4
per cent in each instance as a one semester, two credit hour course
and placed in the freshman year by 2 institutions and in the sopho-
77
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CHART IX
NUMBER OF UNIVERSITIE'.S REQUIRING
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A composite year placement picture shown that the freshman
year is represented in only 2 instances, the sophomore year by 9t
the junior year by 23 and the senior year by 27, 11 of which
offered graduate credit also. It appears that the curriculum
builders are about equally divided in opinion as to whether re-
creation courses should be offered in the junior or senior year.
It is also apparent that a fairly large percentage of the schools
offering these courses believe that graduate credit is justifiable.
Of the recreation courses, only recreation arts and crafts was
predominantly a freshman year course and never was advocated for
graduate credit.
In all instances, recreation courses appeared as a 1 semester
course but again the curriculum builders disagreed about evenly
as to whether the course should be offered for 2 or 3 credits.
In both cases a slight edge is conceded to the senior year
and as a 3 semester course, respectively,
COACHINO
Many of the institutions include in their purpose or aim of
the physical education course, the training of athletic directors
and coaches of major sports. That they are working to achieve this
portion of the purpose is evident by the frequency with which
coaching courses are offered and the credit which they carry.
Courses in coaching have been given a place of importance in the
curriculum for a major in physical education.
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COACHING MAJOR SPORTS
This course Includes baseball, basketball, football, and
track and field, and is required by 20 or 36 per cent of the
schools as follows:





TOTAL 20 28 72
AVERAGE 3.6 credit hrs. 2,6 credit hrs.
per school per semester
The year placement is 12 in the junior year, and 8 in the
senior year, 4 of which offer this course for graduate credit
also.
COACHING BASKETBALL
This course is required by 30 or 55 per cent of the schools
as follows:
NUMBER OF SCHOOLS SEMESTERS CREDIT HOURS
22 1 2
__8 1 2
TOTAL 30 30 68
AVERAGE 2.3 credit hrs. 2,3 credit hrs.
per school per semester
The year placement is 2 in the freshman year, 6 in the
sophomore year, 12 in the junior year, and 10 in the senior year.
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favored as a one-semester, two-credit hour course in the junior
year,
COACHING FOOTBALL
This course is required by 28 or 51 per cent of the schools
as follows:
NUMBER OF SCH00I5 SEfffiSTERS CREDIT HOURS
16 1 2
12 1 3
TOTAL 28 28 68
AVERAGE 2,4 credit hrs. 2,4 credit hrs.
per school per semester
The year placement is 1 in the freshman year, 6 in the
sophomore year, 12 in the junior year, and 9 in the senior year,
6 of which offered this course for graduate credit also. It is
favored as a one-semester, two-credit hour course in the junior
year.
COACHING TRACK AND FIELD
This course is required by 28 or 51 per cent of the schools
as follows:
NUMBER OF SCHOOIS SEMESTERS CREDIT
20 1 2
8 1 2
TOTAL 28 28 64




The year placement is 1 in the freshman year, 20 in the junior
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graduate credit also. It is favored as a one-semester two-credit
hour course in the junior year,
COACHING BASEBALL
This course is required by 25 or 45 P©r cent of the schools
as follows:
NUMBER OF SCHOOLS SEMESTERS CREDIT HOURS
18 1 2
JL 1 3
TOTAL 25 25 57




The year placement is 3 in the freshman year, 19 in the
junior year, and 3 in the senior year, 1 of which offered this
course for graduate credit also. It is favored as a one-semester
two-credit hour course in the junior year,
COACHING TRACK AND BASEBALL
This course is required by 4 or 7.3 per cent of the schools
as follows:







TOTAL 4 4 10




The year placement is 3 in the junior year, and 1 in the
senior year
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PROFESSIONAL PHYSICAL EDUCATION COURSES
A wide variety of courses appear in this category and, as
us\ial, very little uniformity is evident. Courses similar in con-
tent often appear under 3 or 4 different titles. It was often
necessary to correspond with an institution 2 or 3 times for clari-
fication to supplement the information in the catalogs in order to
obtain an accurate interpretation of courses as they were offered in the
catalogs
,
These courses form the backbone of the physical education
curriculum in the universities. It is designed to give the student
the methods and materials of physical education and may be described
as a conglomeration of courses under methods and materials. They
are included in ail curricula ana only inose universities ori'ering
a full scale curriculum in physical education and possessing un-
limited facilities and instruction included also courses in re-
creation, coaching, physical education sciences, and health and
hygiene. The concensus of opinion is that the lack of instructors,
such as experts in the field of health, contribute largely to the
comparatively low rank whcich courses in health hold in the curri-
culum.
With only a few exceptions, the curriculum of physical edu-
cation in this study are of different views concerning vvhat courses
«
should be included in every curriculum. It is apparent, from the
curriculum of universities which prescribe the majority of the
courses for their undergraduates, that a carefully laid out plan
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CHART X (con' t)

NUMBER OF INSTITUTIONS REQUIRING
VARIOUS PROFESSIONAL PHYSICAL ED -














of study is necessary, in fact, strongly urge their students to
continue for another year for an Ed. M. so that they might feel
that graduates are fully equipped to do their job,
CORRECTIVES
Under the "Corrective Courses" appear such titles as "Physical
Education for the Atypical Child", "Physical Diagnosis and Corrective
Gym", "Remedial and Physical Examination", "Adapted Activities", and
"Diagnosis"
,
This course is required by 43 or 79 P©r cent of the schools
as follows:




TOTAL 43 43 108
AVERAGE 2,5 credit hrs. 2,5 credit hrs.
per school per semester
The year placement is 15 in the junior year, and 28 in the
senior year, 10 of which are offered for graduate credit also.
Correctives also appeared in combination with kinesiology and
therefore is entitled to half the credit, or 2 semesters and 6
credits,
TESTS AM) MEASUREtjENTS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
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TOTAL 35 38 98
AVERAGE 2,8 credit hrs. 2,6 credit hrs.
per school per semester
The year placement is 5 in the sophomore year, 10 in the
junior year, and 20 in the senior year, 9 of which offer this
course for graduate credit also,
ACTIVITY ANALYSIS AND TEST CONSTRUCTION
This course is required by 2 or 3*6 per cent of the schools,
in each instance, as a one-semester, three-semester hour course
and placed in the senior year,
HISTORY AND PRINCIPLES OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
This course is required by 15 or 27 per cent of the schools
as follows:




TOTAL 15 16 42
AVERAGE 2,8 credit hrs. 2,6 credit hrs.
per school per semester
The year placement is 2 in the freshman year, 7 in the
sophomore year, 4 in the junior year, and 2 in the senior year, 1
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PRINCIPLES OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
This course is required by 18 or 33 per cent of the schools
as follows;







TOTAL 18 19 47




The year placement is 3 in the freshman year, 3 in the sopho-
more year, 6 in the junior year, and 6 in the senior year, 3 of
which offered this course for graduate credit also.
HISTORY OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
This course is required by 10 or 18 per cent of the schools
as follows:





TOTAL 10 10 21




The year placement is 4 in the junior year, and 6 in the
senior year, 1 of which offered this course for graduate credit
also.
Singularly, history of physical education weighs as follows:
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half credit or 21 credits and 8 semesters; as history of education
it is offered for 10 semesters and 21 credits for a total of 42
credits and 18 semesters in 25 institutions. The average credit
per semester is 2.3 and the average credit per school is 1.7.
Singularly, principles of physical education \7eighs as
follows; In combination with history of physical education it is
entitled to half the credit, or 21 credits and 8 semesters; as
principles of physical education it is offered 19 semesters for 47
credits for a total of 69 credits and 27 semesters by 33 institutions.
The average credit per semester is 2.5 and the average credit per
school is 2,1.
Principles of physical education is regarded as more important
than is history of physical education from these figures. It has an
edge in every respect when compared with history of physical edu-
cation, For example, it is offered by eight more institutions, and
has an edge of two-tenths credit per semester and four-tenths credit
per school.
Year placement favors the junior and senior years, each with
14. However, the sophomore year is well represented by a total of
10, The freshman year was mentioned 5 times as the place for this
course. It is primarily a 1 semester, 2 or 3 credit-hour course,
ORGANIZATION, ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
This course is required by 7 or 13 per cent of the schools as
follows:
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NUMBER OF SCHOOLS SEMESTERS CREDIT
3 1 2
A jL 3
TOTAL 1 7 18




The year placement is 2 in the Junior year, and 5 in the
senior year, 2 of which offer this course for graduate credit
also.
ORGANIZATION AND ADIJINISTRATION OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
This course is required by 26 or 48 per cent of the schools
as follows:




TOTAL 26 27 76
AVERAGE 2,9 credit hrs. 2.8 credit hrs •
per school per semester
The year placement is 6 in the junior year. and 20 in the
senior year, 13 of which offer this course for graduate credit
also.
ADMINISTRATION OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
This course is required by 14 or 26 per cent of the schools as
follows
:
NUMBER OF SCHOOIS SEFjIESTERS CREDIT HOURS
11 1 3
4
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Administration of physical education (cont,)
NUIffiER OF SCHOOLS SEMESTERS CREDIT HOURS
TOTAL U 14 45




The year placement is 2 in the Junior year, and 12 in the
senior year, 5 ot which offer this course for graduate credit also.
An odd feature in this group is the progressively greater
emphasis placed on the course as they sub-divide and gradually
appear singularly as administration of physical education. The
average credit per semester and per school was smallest when all
the courses were combined into 1; increased when it was reduced
to 2 and was greatest when it appeared alone. It seems that the
combination of all three courses would carry at least 3 credits
but in reality it was offered as a 2 credit course proportionately
more than the others. There seems to be no doubt which of the 3
receives the greatest emphasis in our universities. Only adminis-
tration of physical education in this group appears by itself in
this study.
Administration appears as a single course for 45 credits and
14 semesters; in combination with organization it shares one-
half credit amounting to thirteen and one-half semesters and credits;
in combination with organization and management it shares one-
third credit amounting to tv/o and one-third semesters and 6 credits.
The total weight is 89 credits and 30 semesters for a frequency of
47. The average credit per semester is 2.9 and the average credit
oo) coi^t>oubt to coIiti'iiataJ'pJiA
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per school is 1.9,
Organization of physical education sharing one-half credit
when it appears in combination with administration and one-third
credit when in combination with administration and management has
a total weight of 44 credits and 16 semesters and a frequency of
33* The average credit per semester is 2,7 and the average credit
per school is 1,3.
Management is a poor third with a total of 6 credits and two
and one-third semesters and a frequency of 7.
The curriculum builders overwhelmingly favor these courses
as a 1 semester, 3 credit course to be placed in the senior year.
This group is considered one of the most important in the curri-
culum and is offered as a graduate credit bearing course more than
any other single course in this study.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
This course is required by 13 or 24 per cent of the schools
as follows;










TOTAL 13 U 35




The year placement is 7 in the junior year, and 6 in the
senior year, 1 of which offered it for graduate credit also. It
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is favored as a one-semester, three-credit hour course in the
junior year, by a small margin of 1 over the senior year.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
This course is required by 8 or 14 per cent of the schools
as follows:













The year placement is 5 in the junior year, and 3 in the
senior year, 1 of which offers this course for graduate credit
also. It is favored as a one-semester, two-credit hour course
in the junior year,
PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Four institutions (7 per cent) offer this course, in each
instance, as a 1 semester, 2 credit course and placed in either
the junior or senior year. One institution stated that this
course is opened to graduate students also,
IffiTHODS AND MATERIALS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
This course is required by 8 or 14 per cent of the schools
as follows:
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Physical Education in the Junior High School (cont.)
NUMBER OF SCHOOIS SEMESTERS CREDIT HOURS
1 1 4
TOTAL 8 9 27




The year placement is 1 in the sophomore year, 1 in the junior
year, and 6 in the senior year, 3 of which offer this course for
graduate credit also. This course is favored as a one-semester
three-credit hour course in the senior year,
METHDDS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION


























The year placement is 4 in the freshman year, 8 in the
sophomore year, and 2 in the junior year. This course is favored
as a one-semester, three-credit hour course in the junior yeeir.
These courses, methods and materials in physical education
and methods in physical education, are classified as the special
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methods which v;ere discussed previously under the core curriculum
courses. They are concerned primarily with the major and minor
and very frequently offered simultaneously with student teaching
or just prior to student teaching.
The 2 courses total 22 institutions (40 per cent) 27 semesters,
and 75 credits for an average of 3,4 credits per school and an
average of 2,8 credits per semester.
The courses of physical education in the junior high school,
senior high school, and elementary school, undoubtedly are con-
cerned with methods and materials at their respective grade levels.
These 3 courses added to the methods courses have a total frequency
of 47 or 86 per cent,
PROGRAM OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
This course is offered in 4 institutions or 7 per cent, in
each instance, as a 1 semester, 2 credit course and placed in the
junior year,
CURRICULUM IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
This course is required by 7 or 13 per cent of the schools as
follows:





TOTAL 7 8 24
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The year placement is 2 in the Junior year, and 5 in the
senior year, 2 of which offer this course for graduate credit also.
This course is favored as a one-semester, three-credit hour course
in the senior year,
OBSERVATION IN PEIY5ICAL EDUCATION
This course is required by 5 or 9 pen cent of the schools
as follows:










TOTAL 5 6 20
AVERAGE 4 credit hrs, 3.3 credit hrs.
per school per semester
The year placement is 2 in the junior year, and 3 in the
senior year.
This course usually preceded student teaching and consisted
mainly in observing teaching practices in a public school.
SUPERVISION OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
This course is required by 5 or 9 pen cent of the schools as
follows:
NUMBER OF SCHOOI3 SEMESTERS CREDIT HOURS
1 1 3
4 1 2
TOTAL 5 5 11
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The year placement is 3 in the junior year, and 2 in the
senior year, 1 of which offers this course for graduate credit
also.
THEORY OF GYMNASTICS
This course is required by 22 or 40 per cent of the schools
as follows:







TOTAL 22 26 60




The year placement is 2 in the freshman year, 12 in the
sophomore year, 6 in the junior year, and 2 in the senior year.
It is favored as a one-semester, two-credit hour course in the
sophomore year.
THEORY OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
This course is similar to theory of g3nnnastics and is re-
quired by 9 or 16.2 per cent of the schools as follows:





TOTAL 9 12 36




The year placement is 1 in the freshman year, 2 in the
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sophomore year, 5 in the Junior year, and 1 in the senior year.
It is favored as a one-semester, three-credit hour course in the
junior year. Combined with theory of gymnastics, it is favored
as a one-semester, three-credit hour course in the sophomore year,
ORIEOTATION
This course is required by 6 or 10,9 per cent of the schools
as follows:







TOTAL 6 6 13




The year placement is the freshman year in each instance.
INTRODUCTION TO PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Similar in content to orientation this course is required
by 8 or 14.5 per cent of the schools as follows:







TOTAL 8 12 32




The year placement is 4 in the freshman year, and 4 in the
sophomore year.
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credits for 14 schools. The average credit per semester is 2,5
and the average credit per school is 3.2. The year placement is
10 in the freshman year, and 4 in the sophomore year. It is
favored as a one-semester, two-credit hour course in the fresh-
man year,
THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ATHLETIC TRAINING
This course is required by 2 institutions or 3,6 per cent, in each
instance, as a 1-semester, 2-credit hour course and placed in the
junior and senior years once each,
CONDITIONING OF ATHLETES AND CARE OF INJURIES
This course appears in 4 institutions or 7.3 per cent, in each
instance, as a 1-semester, 2-credit hour course and placed in the
junior year once and the senior year 3 times. One school offers
this course for graduate credit also,
PREVENTION AND TREATMENT OF ATHLETIC INJURIES
Very similar in content to conditioning of athletes and care of
injuries is prevention and treatment of athletic injuries. This
course is required by 5 or 9.1 per cent of the schools as follows;







TOTAL 5 5 12




The year placement is 1 in the sophomore year, and 4 in the
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The two courses total 9 semesters and 20 credits in the 9
schools for an average credit of 2,2 per school and per semester.
It is favored as a one-semester, two-credit hour course in the
junior year,
FIRST AID
This course appears in combination with such courses as
athletic training and safety education. In the former category
it appears 11 times and 3 times in the latter. As a single course
it appears 12 times or 21,8 per cent. The total is 26 semesters,
6l credits for a frequency of 26 or 4-3 per cent. The average credit
per semester and per school is 2,33. It is favored as a 1 semester,
2 credit course in the junior year,
COURSES IN CAMPING
This course appeared under such titles as camping fundamen-
tals, camp leadership, and camp administration and scouting, for a
frequency of 12 or 21,8 per cent, in each instance as a 1 semester,
2 credit course placed in the sophomore and junior years equally,
ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF ATHLETICS AND INTRAMURALS
This course is required by 7 or 12,7 per cent of the schools
as follows;
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Organization and Administration of Athletics and Intramurals (cont.)
NUMBER OF SCHOOI5 SEMESTERS CREDIT HOURS
TOTAL 7 8 17




The year placement is 3 in the junior year, and 4 in the
senior year, 1 of which offers this course for graduate credit
also,
CHILD GROVmi AND DEVELOPMENT
Child growth and development is required in 4 institutions
or 7*3 per cent in each instance as a 1 semester, 3 credit course
and placed in the junior year once and the senior year 3 times,
2 of which offer it for graduate credit also,
NATURE AND FUNCTION OF PLAY
Six institutions or 10,9 per cent require this course as
follows: as a 1 semester, 2 credit course by 4 institutions; as a
1 semester, 3 credit course by 2 institutions, placed in the fresh-
man and sophomore years equally. The average credit-hour per
semester and per school is 2,3 in each instance,
SAFETY EDUCATION
This course is very often found in combination with other
subjects in the curriculum. It was discussed under the health edu-
cation courses with which it is combined.
This course is required by 8 or 14 « 5 per cent of the schools
as follows
MsrV'*'
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NUMBER OF SCHOOLS SEMESTERS CREDIT HOURS
6 1 2
2 1 1
TOTAL 8 8 18




The year placement is 3 in the junior year, and 5 in the
senior year, 2 of which offers this course for graduate credit
also.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION ACTIVITIES COURSES
Under this category are included courses strictly laboratory
in nature. Most of this work is practical and informal. There is
some theory attached, but this is kept at a minimum. Usually, this
phase of the curriculum is conducted in the swimming pool, gym-
nasium, or outside. It is designed to acquaint the prospective
teacher with the various activities available and practiced in
the public schools today, and to have him become as proficient as
possible in as many of these activities as is within his power.
Methods of teaching these activities may be done within the same
course but is usually done in separate theory courses in which
activities are graded and the relative merits, etc,, of each dis-
cussed individually,
PHYSICAL EDUCATION FUIOAMENTAL5
This course is required by 10 or 18,2 per cent of the schools
as follows:
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TOTAL 10 16 47




The year placement is 4 in the freshman year, 4 in the
sophomore year, and 2 in the junior year,
FOUNDATIONS OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
This course is very similar to physical education fundamentals
and appears under this title in 3 institutions 5.4 per cent, in each
instance as a 1 semester, 3 credit course, placed in the senior year
The total for both courses is 19 semesters, 56 credits with a fre-
quency of 13, The average credit per semester is 3 and the average
credit per school is 4.3« The year placement is 4 in the freshman
year, 7 in the sophomore year and 2 in the junior year.
These courses are concerned with the more formal type of
physical education such as self-testing activities, stunts, tumbling
etc.
It is equally offered as a 1 semester, 3 credit course and
as a 2 semester, 6 credit course and favored in the sophomore year,
METHODS IN MAJOR SPORTS
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NUMBER OF INSTITUTIONS REQUIRING VARIOUS PROFESSIONAL
PHYSICAL EDUCATION ACTIVITIES COURSES
(





TOTAL 15 18 40




The year placement is 3 in the sophomore year, 7 in the
junior year, and 5 in the senior year. This course is favored as
a one-semester, two-credit hour course in the junior year.
METHODS IN MINOR SPORTS
This course is required by 12 or 22 per cent of the schools
as follows;
NUMBER OF SCHOOLS SEMESTERS CREDIT HOURS
9 1 2
1 2 6
TOTAL 12 15 36
AVERAGE 3 credit hrs. 3.4 credit hrs.
per school per semester
The year placement is 6 in the sophomore year, aid 6 in the
junior year. It is favored as a one-semester, two-credit hour
course in the junior or sophomore year,
INDIVIDUAL SPORTS
This course is closely related to the course in minor sports
which includes such activities as badminton, handball, squash,
bowling, golf, and tennis, generally regarded as among the most
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desirable activities in respect to carry-over value with which
present day physical education is so vitally concerned.
This course is required by 8 or 14.5 per cent of the schools
as follows:


















The year placement is 3 in the sophomore year, 3 in the
junior year, and 2 in the senior year.
INTRAMURAL AND EXTRAMURAL ATHIETICS
,1
The purpose of this course is to provide a bridge connecting
the core curricula activities of the gymnasium and playground, in
which practically all pupils should engage, with the extra-curricula
program of interscholastic athletic games and contests, in which
comparitively few pupils may be expected to engage. The chief needs
are 2 in number: (1) a lessening emphasis on the type of game or
contest too typical of the present interscholastic program, a type
with little or no carry-over value to later life; (2) an increasing
emphasis on the type of game or contest, now properly very common
in the core activities of the gymnasium and playground in many
better-than-average secondary schools, which does have a great deal
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This course is in some schools referred to as simply intra-
mural sports and in a few instances combined with officiating.
This course is required by 15 or 27 per cent of the schools
as follows:
NUMBER OF SCHOOLS SEMESTERS CREDIT HOURS
11 1 2
Jt 1. 3
TOTAL 15 15 34
AVERAGE 2,27 credit hrs. 2.27 credit hrs
per school per semester
The year placement is 6 in the sophomore year, 5 in the
junior year. and 4 in the senior year. This course is favored as
a one-semester, two-credit hour course in the sophomore year,
GROUP GAMES, CALISTHENICS. MASS ATHLETICS
This course is offered in 10 institutions or 18*2 per cent
equally placed in the sophomore and junior years and bearing 2 or
3 credits, in each instance as a 1 semester course,
GAMES AND STURTS
This course is offered by 9 institutions or 16,2 per cent,
in each instance as a 1 semester, 2 credit course and placed in
the freshman and sophomore years 4 and 5 times respectively.
COMBATIVE ACTIVITIES
Included under this heading are boxing and wrestling which
are also offered individually in some institutions. Under this
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instance as a 1-semester, 2-credit hour course and favored in the
sophomore year by a wide margin (9 to 3) over all other years.
WRESTLING
This course is required in 9 institutions or 16,2 per cent
in each instance, as a 1-semester, 2-credit hour course in each
instance and favored in the sophomore year 7 to 2 over the fresh-
man year.
BOXING
Seven institutions or 12,2 per cent require this course, in
each instance as a 1-semester, 2-credit hour course and placed in
the sophomore year. These courses combine for a frequency of 28,
the leading activities course in the curriculum,
CALISTHENICS
^ Five institutions or 9*1 per cent require this course in each
instance as a 1 semester, 2 credit hour course and favored in the
freshman year 4 to 1 over the sophomore year,
GYMNASTICS
This course is offered in 9 institutions or 16.2 per cent
as a 1 semester, 2 credit course in each instance and favored in
the freshman year 6 to 3 over the sophomore year.
APPARATUS AND TUMBLING
Five institutions offer this course or 9,1 per cent, in each
instance, as a 1 semester, 2 credit course and placed in the sopho-
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This course is required by 5 or 9«1 per cent of the schools,
in each instance, as a one-semester, two-credit hour course and
placed it in the junior year.
AQUATICS
Under this heading are courses referred to as swimming and
lifesaving under which titles they appeared in a few instances.
This course is required by 12 or 21.8 per cent of the schools
as follows:
NUMBER OF SCHOOIS SEMESTERS CREDIT HOURS
6 1 2
6 1 3
TOTAL 12 12 30




The year placement is 3 in the sophomore year, and 6 in the
junior year, and 3 in the senior year. It was noted that swimming
is very often included in the physical education fundamentals course.
RHYTHMICS
Under this title are included such courses referred to as
folk dancing and folk and tap dancing. Of the more practical
courses, next to combative activities, rhjrthmics has the greatest
frequency.
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TOTAL 27 30 69




The year placement is 6 in the sophomore year, 11 in the
junior year, and 10 in the senior year. It is favored as a one-
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PURPOSE OR AIM OF COURSE
Thirty-four institutions (62%) cite a purpose of the physi-
cal education curriculum. Some go to great lengths in stating the
purpose of the curriculum and others summarize it in just a few
words, A few purposes are included as examples:
1, To train professional leaders for yough serving organizations,
both public and private,
2, To provide a broad type of training so the potential teacher
is familiar with the various aspects of health and physical
education.
3, To give an understanding of the underlying causes which have
brought physical education to its present stage of development
and to offer the opportunity to gain the scientific knowledge
and the practical skills required to direct others in healthful
activities,
4, To prepare teachers, supervisors and administrators in health,
physical education and recreation.
5, To prepare students for the following positions: teach of
physical education in elementary and secondary schools;
teacher of health; playground director; athletic coach; re-
creation leaders,
6, To train men as teachers in the school system and to provide
preparation for various other types of educational service.
It aims to lay a broad cultural and professional foundation
for practical leadership in elementary and secondary schools;
to train administrators and to develop a philosophy of edu-
cation suited to the increasingly complex needs of American
life,
7, For the training of teachers and supervisors of physical edu-
cation.
8, To train prospective teachers of physical education, health,
safety and recreation.
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To prepare students to teach health, safety and physical
education; coaching athletics and directing recreating,
10 , To educate teachers for elementary and secondary schools.
Provision is made for the liberal and cultural education
and the technical and professional training of young men
and women who have selected teaching as a profession. It
also trains in supervision and administration,
11 , Provide professional training for students who expect to
teach in elementary and secondary schools and for special
teachers of physical education,
12 , To train teachers and supervisors of physical education,
13, To train teachers of physical education for positions in
schools, colleges, and recreation centers,
14, To train young men to teach physical education, health edu-
cation, end coach athletics in the high school or college.
It also prepares to teach one or more academic subjects,
15, To prepare the student to teach and supervise physical edu-
cation in the public school from the kindergarten through
the senior high school.
The purpose of the colleges on the whole is to develop
teachers, primarily for secondary school work, however, it is
sometimes the development of teachers at all levels, and in a
few instances the developnent of "directors, supervisors, and
coaches,"
CURRICULUM TITLES
Of the fifty-five institutions in this study, 30 or 54,5 per
cent entitled the curriculum as simply the curriculum of physical
education; 17 institutions or 31 per cent entitled it as curriculum
in health and physical education, and 8 or 14,5 per cent entitled
it as the curriculum in health, physical education and recreation.
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In the first instance it was noted that physical education courses
predominated with some emphasis to health and recreation. Much
greater emphasis is devoted to health and recreation in the latter
two instances to the extent that occasionally a minor in health or
recreation or both is required. In such cases the courses are
largely prescribed with little or no freedom of electives. It is
noted also that courses in this curriculum are being combined very
frequently in certain phases such as curriculum in health and
physical education, test and measurements in health and physical
education, organization and administration of health and physical
education,
TYPE OF DEGREES CONFERRED
Of the catalogs describing the type of degree conferred, 70
per cent conferred a B, S. in Education, 20 per cent conferred a
B, S, in Physical Education, and 10 per cent conferred a B, A,
Little, if any, difference is noted in the curricula of the schools
in the 3 categories, excepting for a slightly greater emphasis on
the strictly laboratory physical education courses in the schools
conferring a B, S, in Physical Education,
CREDIT HOURS REQUIRED FOR A MAJOR AND MINOR
Thirty-four catalogs or 62 per cent presented detailed in-
formation as to the required credit hours in the major field
necessary for a degree. Only courses beyong the freshman year were
considered. The range varied greatly from a minimum of 18 credits
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to a maximum of 60 for a range of 42, The median is 37,5 credit
hours. The median for a minor is 16,2 credit hours.
Many of the institutions so prescribed the courses for under-
graduates that automatic minors in certain subjects are conferred,
usually in the biological sciences or health or both. Other schools
suggested minors and provided electives. The suggested minors are
as follows in rank of frequency of mention: Biological sciences,
English, social studies, general science, recreational leadership,
health, industrial arts, and 1 each for modern languages, and
mathematics.
In the Review of the Literature, it is noticed that many re-
commendations are made in relation to the best combination of sub-
jects with the major, as follows in the rank of frequency of
mention; Social studies, mathematics, science, English biological
science, industrial arts, and business education. The universities
are making some attempt to meet these demands as seen above.
The leading subject suggested for minors in the universities
and the leading subjects recommended for minors in the summary of
related subjects coincide fairly well. Whether the students were
complying with the universities* suggestions and to what extent is
not ascertained in this study.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION AND PRACTICAL INFERENCES
The professional physical education curricula of fifty-
five institutions offering a major in physical education have been
studied in this paper with a view to content, purpose, and re-
quirements for a degree. The following facts have been discovered
which have a practical bearing upon the field of physical education.
Curricula everywhere are indicating a marked trent in the
direction of prescribed courses with decreasing opportunity for
free electives on the part of undergraduate students. This is
due in part to the demand for increased specialization for teachers
of physical education and the broadening responsibility physical
education is assuming as indicated by the title under which it is
becoming to be recognized, "health, physical education and re-
creation", each a field in itself not so long ago. In the Chapter
on Review of the Literature, it was found that "specialization was
greater in their major by men in physical education than was the
1/
training of teachers in academic subjects,"
A hypothetical curriculum based on the frequency with which
the courses appeared in the findings of this study is as follows:
^ W, E, Poik and G, B, Fitzgerald, "The Education of Men Teachers of
Physical Education for Public School Service in Selected Colleges and
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ENGLISH COMPOSITION 2 6
BIOLOGY 2 6
SOCIAL SCIENCES 2 6
PHYSICAL EDUCATION FUNDAMENTAI5 2 6
SPEECH 1 3
INTRODUCTION TO PHYSICAL EDUCATION 1 3
SOPHOMORE YEAR
COURSE
METHODS IN MINOR SPORTS
GENERAL CHEMISTRY
ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION
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PHYSIOLOGY OF EXERCISE 1 3
METHODS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION 1 3
RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES 1 3
COMMUNITY RECREATION 1 3
COACHING FOOTBALL 1 2
COACHING BASKETBALL 1 2
COACHING BASEBALL 1 2





HISTORY OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION 1 2
STUDENT TEACHING 2 6
TEST AND MEASUREMENTS IN PHYSICAL
EDUCATION 1 3
CORRECTIVES 1 2
ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 1 3
CURRICULUM IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION 1 3
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METHODS AND IAATERIAL5 IN HEALTH
EDIXJATION 1 3
PRINCIPLES OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION 1 3
RHYTHMICS 1 2
No provisions for electives are apparent from this hypothetical
curriculum. The curriculum includes all courses which have a great
enough frequency so that it would be included in a curriculum which
does not provide for electives, as is true in many of the insti-
tutions in this study. It was noted in such schools, that all courses
were prescribed.
There are about as many institutions, however, that do allow
for electives, A curriculum that allows for electives would be
very similar to the one outlined above except that courses in the
sophomore year, such as "Group games. Calisthenics, and Mass
Athletics" and "Combative Activities" probably would not be in-
cluded as individual courses, but treated as part of the course in
physical education fundamentals or minor sports. As was described
in many catalogs, courses in camping barely squeezed in the curri-
culum with a low frequency of twelve and therefore might be ex-
cluded to allow room for electives.
The elimination of these courses from the sophomore curriculum
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In the Junior year, the coaching courses might very well be
combined into one as a great many institutions (20 ) have done, such
a course bearing six credit-hours for two semesters in these schools,
therefore allowing two hours for electives. First aid is combined
with such courses as hygiene and safety education and intergrated
with the coaching courses or athletic training and therefore may
be eliminated. Aquatics also is integrated in such courses as
"Physical Education Fundamentals” in many institutions and it too,
may be eliminated as a single course. This plan would allow six more
credit-hours for a total of 12 credit hours of electives. Most
students complete more than the required 120 credit-hours for
graduation, which may be credited to electives also.
Seemingly weak phases of such a curriculum is the lack of
emphasis on such courses as safety education and elementary school
physical education.
Every teacher is concerned with the safety of children in the
school environment. Teachers are held liable for accidents occur-
ring under his supervision and it is usually very difficult to
prove innocence. Not only for the proper methods of safety in the
schools for the childrens* benefit, but for the teachers own pro-
tection is this course valuable. The teacher of physical education
particularly, should be trained in a course such as this in the
1/
light of the figures presented by Stack and Siebrecht which
clearly indicated that the gymnasium is the most accident-prone
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location in the school plant, 33 per cent of the total occurring
here.
This course considers also a plan of instruction which may
be included in the public school curriculum involving all phases
of safety and extending into adult life and occupations into which
the pupils will venture eventually. The primary purpose of such a
course is to instill into the students much desirable educational
traits as proper attitudes, habits, etc,, which are conducive to
better safe practices. Such courses are appearing in our public
schools gradually and here again the physical education teacher is
very often called upon to conduct the course in the absence of
trained experts in this field. He is looked upon as the logical
choice probably because he is expected to be conscious of this
problem more than other teachers. In any case, it is a desirable
course for the teacher of physical education if only for the pur-
pose of integrating a unit of safety education in one of his other
courses and to decrease the number of accidents in the gymnasium.
Various reasons are offered for the lack of emphasis on
preparation of teachers for elementary school physical education,
among which is the lack of scientific research on this leve^., parti-
cularly in the primary grades, so that very little material is
available on this level on which to base any study. Another reason
for the lack of emphasis on this level is the practice of the schools
of America in the past to do without physical education in the ele-
mentary schools to the extent where a specialist in the field would
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have to be added to the staff. It has been left almost entirely
up to the elementary school classroom teacher to provide the
physical education to meet the state requirements as best they
could. The universities naturally neglected this area and empha-
sized secondary school physical education into which the student
would very likely find himself upon graduating. However, this con-
dition is rapidly disappearing. Educators are beginning to realize
that physical education in the elementary level is desirable and
many schools are adding full time physical education specialists to
the staff. Where funds are lacking for a specialist on this level,
the teacher of physical education in the secondary school is very
often responsible for physical education in the elementary school
also. As noted in the chapter on "Review of the Literature," both
Gary and Pick recommended that the universities place more empha-
sis in training on this level for the prospective teacher of physi-
cal education. It is much more likely today, that the physical edu-
cation teacher will be working at the elementary level, directly or
indirectly. It therefore follows that the responsibility for
equipping prospective teachers properly lies with the universities.
Seemingly important phases of the curriculum which are given
considerable emphasis are such courses as anatomy, physiology and
kinesiology, and courses in coaching, administration and correctives.
The sciences rate high with curriculum builders and is con-
sidered basic for the whole curriculum of physical education for
apparent reasons. Sports or exercise of any kind involve body
.*> y
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movement. Correctives require a thorough knowledge of all these
sciences. In order to administer a physical education program
intelligently it is imperative that the student be well grounded
in this phase of the curriculum. Its relatively high position in




Future needs will demand that physical instructors
be physiologists and anatomists as well as teachers.
It will be imperative that they know the structure of
the human body, the origin, the insertion, and the action
of the muscles and the nerve and blood supply. The
successful specialists in corrective gjnnnastics must
approach his work with his clinical student earnestly
and thoughtfully. He must first determine the strong
points in the students health chart and thus arouse
enthusiasm and interest. He should make all clinical
exercises competitive in spirit by encouraging the
student to compete with himself for his own improvement.
He must then determine the weak points in the students
health chart, so that he may be able to aid in the
correction of the most pronounced defects without
letting his clinical student know what might bring him
complete discouragement. By frequent examinations the
real progress can be determined. By the use of a per-
cantile and proficiency chart the student will be able
to determine his progress toward the curves of a sym-
metrical being.
Administration is a close third next to student teaching and
2/
courses in methods in frequency for a total of forty-seven, Simon
in a study to determine the chief causes for dismissal of teachers,
found that one of the leading causes is poor administration on the
part of the teacher. In the light of this fact, the great empha-
1/ Raymond A, Kent, Richer Education in America, Boston, Ginn and Company,
1930, p,574
_2/ Donald L, Simon, Tieasons for Dismissal of Staff Members of Indiana Town
and Township Secondary Schools", School Review, Vol, 44, Feb, 1936*
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sis placed on this course in our universities is well Justified,
Courses in coaching major sports also receives great empha-
sis, Coaching basketball has the greatest frequency for a total of
thirty, a slight lead over the courses in coaching football and
coaching track and field, each with a frequency of twenty-eight.
Coaching baseball is a close fourth with a frequency of twenty-
five, Twenty schools combined these courses into one called
1/
coaching major sports, Monroe found, in a nation wide survey
of the duties of high school athletic directors, that;
6,3 per cent were employed only as coaches
32 per cent combined coaching with academic
teaching,
37 per cent combined coaching with physical
education
13 per cent combined coaching, academic
teaching and physical education.
In the light of this study, the emphasis on coaching
courses in the universities is also very Justifiable, since at least
every other graduate is likely to combine coaching with teaching.
Another factor in favor of continued emphasis on this
course is revealed in Andreas* study mentioned in the chapter on
Review of the Literature, He interviewed 52 high school principals
and superintendents in New York and ^ und that in 75% of the cases
a definite preference for a coach was indicated. He suggested
that if the physical education director be a coach of athletics
increased emphasis might have developed because the high schools
were increasingly emphasizing the so-called play program for re-
37 Walter S, Monroe, "Duties of Men Engaged as Physical Education Directors
^nd Coaches," Univ, of 111, Bulletin of Educational Research ,
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quired work in physical education together with continued emphasis
on strong athletic teams.
CORRECTIVES
Considered one of the most important courses, correctives
appears under many different titles and in combination with another
subject in a few instances. This course has been the center of con-
troversy the past few years and is currently undergoing a radical
change from its old concept to a newer, more practical and more
feasible process. This change is due to a great degree to the
1/
efforts of Dr. Leslie W. Irwin who stated;
A majority of poor posture cases found among school
children are the result of poor functional relationship
between the body part rather than because of structurial
orthopedic defects. Ordinarily corrective classes for
poor posture in schools are made up largely of com-
paratively mild cases. Large numbers of school children
have poor functional posture, and certainly it is the
duty of the school to help to correct these children. A
stage of development has been reached in this area, how-
ever, which indicated the need of more logical approach
to the problem. Many school people think in terms of
preventing and correcting poor posture by devoting a few
minutes each day to certain types of exercise. This is
a fallacy in education. It is not likely that the
proper body mechanics can be obtained or maintained by
the administering of a few formal exercises to a group.
Too many factors enter into the problem chief among
which are the many causes of poor posture.
There is no doubt that the bad psychological effect segre-
gation has on the child greatly outweigh any doubtful claims made
in favor of this type of correctives. The logical approach is to
V Leslie W, Irwin, "Changing Concepts in Posture Training", Journal of
Health and Physical Education, Nov. 1946, K 468,
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find the cause for poor posture in a particular child that may be
classified as having poor posture, and then attempting to remove
this first. It may be due to poor nutrition, fatigue or innumerable
other factors conducive to poor posture. Then an attempt should be
made to correct or improve on posture itself, not by segregating the
child from the rest of the clasee, but by permitting him to remain in
his regular class and select activities that are conducive to good
posture, or more specifically, particularly conducive to the cor-
rection of the individual defect. Recent trends in physical edu-
cation definitely point in this direction according to the catalog
description of these courses.
Conspicuous by its absence is a course in the unit method of
teaching. It seesns that with the emphasis on this method of teach-
ing at present, that courses such as this would be included in the
curriculum of the universities. Although it is more applicable to
academic subjects than physical education, the unit method included
in the curriculum seems justifiable on the grounds that many of the
teachers of physical education will teach an academic subject also,
plus the fact that this method is very v^ell adapted to physical
education also, Roy 0, Billett, a leading exponent of the unit
method, offers the follovring example on the applicability of the
unit method to physical education:
UNIT ORGANIZATION OF THE TOPIC OORRECTION OF ROUND
SHOULDERS AND ASSOCIATED DEFECTS
The unit. An understanding of the causes of round
shoulders and associated defects, plus understanding
of the value of correct posture, and the ability to
maintain correct posture.
Delimitation of the unit.
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1. Round shoulders are caused by an excessive
backward curve of the upper spine,
2. Many people have round shoulders and associated
defects (such as flat chest and forward thrust of the
head), in a greater or lesser degree,
3. The excessive backward curvature of the spine
may be due to one or more of a number of factors, among
the most important of which are; (a) muscular weakness;
(b) malnutrition; (c) ill-fitting seats and desks; (d)
ignorance or indifference concerning good posture,
4. I’or many reasons, normally erect posture is de-
sirable; (a) It makes for personal attractiveness and
hence contributes to social success, (b) It makes for
normal health, (c) It is associated with self-con-
fidence, (d) It is an asset in an economic sense in
the professional business, or industrial world,
5. In extreme cases, round shoulders and associated
defects are obvious; in mild cases, a simple rule-of-
thumb examination consists of placing the sides of the
open hand on the point of the shoulder of the individual
and noting whether his ear is directly over this point,
6. Among the play activities which contribute to the
correction of round shoulders and associated defects
are the following: (a) swimming and diving-the breast
stroke and backstroke are better than the crawl; (b)
tumbling- particularly the cart wheel and the hand-
stand; (c) dancing; (d) volleyball; (e) rowing,
7. Among the exercises which contribute to the
correction of round shoulders and associated defects
are; (a) the uplift; (b) arm flinging; (c) the bend
and touch; (d) wand over shoulders; (e) puller-weight
exercises (f) rotation of shoulder,
8. Among the play activities and exercises which are
detrimental to efforts to correct round shoulders and
associated defects are; (a) basketball; (b) shut-put;
(c) boxing; (d) any games that emphasize bending forward,
9. Efforts to correct any phys cal defect such as
round shoulders should be accompanied by optimal con-
ditions for normal growth and development. This means
C€u?eful attention to food, rest, and personal hygiene,
1/
The unit assignment (omitted to conserve space,)
On the whole, this curriculum will produce a well rounded
individual to carry on a successful program of physical education.
T7 Roy 0. Billett, Fundamentals of Secondary-School Teaching , New York,
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1940, p. 576,
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all things being equal
SUIfflilARY OF OTHER HIASES OF THIS STUDY
Title of the Curriculum ;
Thirty or 54.5 per cent entitled the curriculum as the
"Curriculum in Physical Education".
Seventeen or 31 per cent entitled the curriculum as
"Curriculum in Health and Physical Education".
Eight or 14.5 per cent entitled the curriculum as
"Curriculum in Health, Physical Education, and Recreation".
Eventually it will probably be known as the Curriculum in
Health, Physical Education and Recreation, but in the very near
future it will likely be called Curriculum in Health and Physical
Education, judging by the proportionate gain in this direction
over the former. This is perhaps due to the unvieldiness of
the long title, "Health, Physical Education and Recreation."
Irwin has this to say in justification of the consideration
of health, physical education, and recreation as a single pro-
gram:
Justification of the consideration of health,
physical education, and recreation as a single
program may be based on the particular stage of
development of the school system. These fields
have progressed to the point where the close
relationship is so apparent that they cannot be
successfully treated separately, for, in a
majority of the schools in America today, the
teachers largely responsible for the physical
welfare of school children are also responsible
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for the health and recreational welfar. That is,
they are likely to be responsible for the health
and recreational welfare if any responsibility for
it is assumed, since in a large majority of the
public schools it is not possible to have separate
and distinct departments of groups of teachers, 1/
Type of degree conferred
Of the catalogs describing the type of degree conferred to
students majoring in physical education, it was found that seventy
per cent conferred a Bachelor of Science in Education, twenty per
cent conferred a Bachelor of Science in Physical Education and ten
per cent conferred a Bachelor of Arts. Very little difference is
noted in the curricula of the schools in the three categories.
Required Semester Hours for a Major in Physical Education
The maximum requirement for a major in physical education is
sixty semester hours; the minimum is eighteen semester hours. The
range is forty-two and the median is 37.5 semester hours.
The minimum and maximum requirement for a minor is six and
twenty respectively for a range of fourteen and a median of 16,2
semester hours,
2/
Peik and Fitzgerald found the minimum and maximum requirement
for a major in physical education to be 19 and 77 respectively for a
range of 58 and a median of 38 semester hours.
Comparing the two findings, a very slight deviation is apparent
_l/ Leslie W, Irwin, The Curriculum in Health and Physical Education
,
New
York, C. V, Mosby Company, 1944. p. 22,
W, E, Peik and G, B, Fitzgerald, ’’The Education of Men Teachers of
Physical Education for Public School Service in Selected Colleges and
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in the median derived. The high maximum found by Peik and
Fitzgerald is not common apparently. As a matter of fact, very
few schools were as high as sixty semester hours as noted in this
study. It appears that in both studies the required semester hours
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PURPOSE OR AIM OF COURSE
1, To train professional leaders for youth serving organizations,
both public and private,
2, To provide a broad type of training so the potential teacher
is familiar with the various aspects of health and physical
education,
3, To give an understanding of the underlying causes which have
brought physical education to its present stage of development
and to offer theopportunity to gain the scientific knowledge
and the practical skills required to direct others in healthful
physical activities,
4* To prepare teachers, supervisors and administrators in health,
physical education and recreation,
5, To prepare students for the following positions: teacher of
physical education in elementary and secondary schools; teacher
of health; playground director; athletic coach; recreation
leaders
,
6, To train men as teachers in the school system and to provide
preparation for various types of educational service. It aims
to lay a broad cultural and professional foundation for prac-
tical leadership in elementary and secondary schools; to train
administrators and to develop a philosophy of education suited
to the increasingly complex needs of American life,
7, For the training of teachers and supervisors of physical edu-
cation,
8, To train prospective teachers of physical education, health,
safety and recreation,
9, To prepare students to teach health, safety and physical edu-
cation; coaching athletics and directing recreation,
10,
To educate teachers for elementary and secondary schools. Pro-
vision is made for the liberal and cultural education and the
technical and professional training of young men and women who
have selected teaching as a profession. It also trains in
supervision and administration.
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11, Provide professional training for students who expect to teach
in elementary and secondary schools and for special teachers of
physical education,
12, To train teachers and supervisors of physical education,
13, To train teachers of physical education for positions in school,
colleges, and recreation centers,
14, To train young men to teach physical education, health edu-
cation, and coach athletics in the high school or college. It
also prepares to teach one or more academic subjects,
15, To prepare the student to teach and supervise physical edu-
cation in the public school from the kindergarten through the
senior high school,
16, To teach in Junior schools or high schools,
17, To teach in high schools or colleges,
18, Preparation of teachers in physical education, athletic
coaches, recreation directors, city and state supervisors,
Y, M, C, A, physical directors, etc,
19, Because the demand in the educational field requires men to
be especially fitted to coach, direct, and supervise all forms
of games and athletics, as well as to teach the formal and
corrective phases of physical education,
20, To train certain selected students so that they may be able to
teach physical education and athletics in the secondary schools
of Ohio,
21, Training of leaders in theory and practice for school and com-
munity recreational programs,
22, To train and equip teachers to give adequate instruction in
physical activities, coaching of athletics. Courses offered
are in excess of standards of Indiana for physical education
for high school teaching,
23, Course is designed to give the students preparing to teach
physical education and health education, a knowledge of the
problems relating to health instructions,
24, To serve as directors of physical education and athletics in
high schools and colleges, and as coaches in football, basket-ball
. baseball, track and field athletics, wrestling, and
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swimming. To conduct classes in calisthenics, gymnasium
games, and to give physical examinations.
25, To correct physical defects and weaknesses and to supply the
needs of students in accordance with modern demands,
26, Designed for those who wish to teach and coach,
27. To prepare students to be teachers of physical education or
social service workers in physical education.
28 , To train prospective teachers in the field of physical edu-
cation,
29, Service program for men and women intramural athletics.
Curriculum for major.
30, To train prospective coaches and directors of physical edu-
cation,
31. To establish high ideals and administration of athletics, to
qualify men for expert service in conducting physical edu-
cation play, athletics in' playgrounds and high schools,
colleges, Y, M. C, A. and community centers,
32. With the exception of qualifying as teachers in elementary
or high schools,
33 . To train teachers in physical education,
34 . To train teachers and supervisors for the physical welfare
group of activities in our schools and colleges.
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